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Abstract

This thesis describes two signi�cant research achievements. Part I describes the de-

velopment of a novel System on Chip (SoC) hardware neural network simulator for

diverse and biologically accurate neural network simulations. This work seeks to con-

tribute to research in neuroscience which requires large and fast simulations of biological

nervous systems. The presented embedded FPGA neural network simulator utilizes

time-multiplexed hardware neuron models to simulate thousands of complex biological

neurons on embedded hardware. A high level synthesis method has been developed

to automatically convert high level neuron and synapse models to synthesizable VHDL

hardware models and automatically implement and test the models on FPGA hardware.

The accuracy of the converted models has been validated by comparison to reference

software simulations. The state of the art in neural network simulations is presented. A

new FPGA-based neural network simulation platform has been designed, implemented

and veri�ed. The high level synthesis method has also been implemented as part of the

Si elegans platform which aims to simulate the nervous system of the Caenorhabditis

elegans organism in FPGA hardware.

Part II of this thesis examines the use of Ultra Wideband Radar as a bladder-state sensing

technique for the potential application in urinary incontinence support. The research

has explored and developed e�cient and practical methods to simulate radar signal

propagation in biological tissues. A genetic algorithm has been developed to �t arbitrary

tissue dielectric Debye models. This algorithm has been applied to all relevant tissues

in the human pelvis, and has been used to provide a database of Debye tissue dielectric

models for a large selection of human tissues. The thesis combines the tissue dielectric

Debye models with anatomically accurate models of the human pelvis (one male and one

female), derived from IT'IS Foundation Magnetic Resonance images. Electromagnetic

simulations of UWB-radar passing through an anatomically-plausible bladder growth

model have been performed, to acquire simulated bladder volume measurements. Two

standard classi�ers have been applied to the simulated UWB measurements. This work

concludes that with su�ciently high quality UWB measurement devices and minimal

device movement classi�cation of bladder volume using UWB radar is possible.
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Introduction

SoC Neural Networks

The computing power of processors has increased at a steady rate. The fundamental von

Neumann architecture has provided the foundation for typical computing architecture

since the initial development of the processor. Undoubtedly, the ultimate computational

architecture found in nature is the human brain. The possibility of developing a more

intelligent hardware architecture, together with the desire to understand the human

brain, has fuelled the development of in-silico hardware architectures which mimic the

human brain.

The brain consists of vast networks of spiking neurons which e�ciently perform accurate,

complex computations, with very low power consumption. Software and hardware models

of biological Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) have been mathematically proven to be

powerful computational mechanisms. In the search for useful applications of SNNs,

many software and hardware platforms and facilitating tools have been developed for the

simulation of SNNs. Applications of SNNs have included learning algorithms to classify,

segment and cluster data from sources such as audio, images, videos or other sensors.

In addition, computational neuroscientists who study the human brain use simulations

of SNNs to model individual brain functions. Recently, there has been an explosion in

the need for computational power and platforms to simulate large networks of complex

neuron models. For these simulations to be useful, they must be accurate and they must

complete in a reasonable time.
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Introduction 2

Part 1 of the thesis presents the development of tools for use in automating, accelerat-

ing and simulating neural network models in Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)

hardware. The contributions of this work are:

• Development of an algorithm for the automated conversion of high level neural

models speci�ed in the Low Entropy Modelling Speci�cation (LEMS) language to

synthesizable VHDL and implementation in embedded FPGA hardware. This algo-

rithm is available open-source and automatically benchmarks converted hardware

accuracy to software reference simulations.

• Development of the FPGA-based Open Neural Simulation (FONS) architecture

which automates and accelerates the simulation of entire neural networks speci�ed

in LEMS using FPGA hardware.

• Deployment of the LEMS to VHDL conversion in the Si elegans platform to enable

web-browser GUI based neuron model and neural network capture and parame-

terisation and FPGA execution of neuron models and networks. This thesis has

contributed an adapted version of the LEMS to VHDL conversion to the Si ele-

gans platform. This PhD. research project has also signi�cantly contributed to the

speci�cation and veri�cation of a GUI used for the creation of neuron and synapse

models from a library of building blocks speci�ed in LEMS.
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UWB radar bladder volume monitoring

In an aging society, avoiding early institutionalization and supporting independent living

is a major challenge. A key factor in early institutionalization is Urinary Incontinence

(UI). UI is de�ned as the inability to control the �ow of urine from the bladder.

Incontinence a�ects over 200 million people over the age of 60 worldwide. Frequent

urination or urgency to void the bladder can increase the risk of falls by 26% and bone

fracture by as much as 34% in elderly populations. Up to 50% of homebound and

nursing home residents are incontinent, with an estimated societal cost of 12.6 billion

dollars in the US annually. From an economic perspective, UI contributes to additional

care costs, which include increased nursing care, diaper and laundry services. However,

more worrying is the loss of human dignity and independence associated with UI.

Part 2 of this thesis advances the development of a wearable Bladder Volume Moni-

tor (BVM) based on Ultra-WideBand (UWB) Radar. Algorithms to accurately mimic

dielectric properties of human tissues have been developed. Anatomically and dielectri-

cally accurate computational models of the human bladder have been created and used to

simulate bladder volume measurements using UWB radar. A wearable bladder monitor

could allow a person to manage their incontinence independently, signi�cantly delaying

or avoiding institutionalization, while also considerably improving their quality of life.
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The contributions of this work are:

• Development of a two-stage Genetic Algorithm (GA) to �t accurate Debye mod-

els to the dielectric properties of human tissues. The models have been shown to

be more accurate than models made with previous methods. The two-stage GA

developed in this work has been used to �nd Debye models for a large number of

tissues and resulting models have been made available. These models are useful

to researchers working in the �elds of Speci�c Absorption Rate (SAR) testing of

electronic devices and also to researchers in the �eld of UWB Microwave Imag-

ing, Tomography and Hyperthermia treatment all of which require tissue dielectric

models in the Debye format.

• Development of two dielectrically and anatomically-representative Finite Di�erence

Time Domain models of the pelvis. These models (one male and one female)

are derived from Magnetic Resonance images provided by the IT'IS Foundation.

The IT'IS models provide the foundation upon which an anatomically-plausible

bladder growth model has been developed. The bladder growth model has been

developed in this thesis using previously published data from 4D Ultrasonography

measurements to make an accurate representation of bladder shape changes with

varying volume.

• A 3D electrical simulation of the human pelvis has been performed to acquire

Radar Target Signatures (RTS) of di�erent bladder sizes. Two standard classi�ers

are applied to simulated Radar Target Signatures (RTS). This work concludes

that with su�ciently high quality UWB measurement devices and minimal device

movement, the classi�cation of bladder volume using UWB radar is possible.
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Thesis structure

This thesis is presented in two Parts;

Part 1 Automated SoC Neural Network simulation, describes the development of tools

for use in accelerating and simulating neural network models in FPGA hardware. Chap-

ter 1 presents a review of software and hardware neural simulation platforms and neural

model de�nition formats. Chapter 1 also presents and justi�es the choice of LEMS as

the most suitable source model language for use in neural simulators and the hardware

architecture developed in this work. Chapter 2 describes LEMS to VHDL and its appli-

cation. This tool-suite is an open source automated converter which translates high level

NeuroML and LEMS neuron and synapse models to synthesisable Hardware Description

Language format and implements and tests FPGA neuron models. Chapter 3 describes

the Fast Open Neural Zynq (FONZ) simulator; a recon�gurable System on Chip (SoC)

architecture designed speci�cally for the simulation of e�cient time-multiplexed neuron

and synapse models. Chapter 4 introduces the application of the tool-suite to the Si

elegans 302 FPGA platform for the simulation of the neural network of the C. elegans

nematode.

Part 2 UWB radar bladder volume monitoring, describes contributions made to the

development of a Bladder Volume Monitor (BVM) based on UWB radar. Chapter 5

describes the background and methods used in UWB electrical simulations. Chapter 6

describes a Genetic Algorithm developed and used during this work to �t accurate Debye

dielectric models to the dielectric properties of human body tissues. Chapter 7 describes

the novel 3D electrically simulated human pelvis models which incorporates realistic

dielectric tissue properties and bladder growth models.



Part I

Automated SoC Neural Network

simulation
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Chapter 1

Background of biological Neural

Network simulations and simulators

1.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an introduction to biological spiking neurons and background in-

formation on software and hardware platforms used to simulate models of biological

spiking neural networks. This chapter also highlights the rationale and considerations

taken in the selection of the LEMS and NeuroML high level neural languages as a source

for translation to hardware acceleration.

1.2 Biological spiking neurons

The mammalian brain is composed of a vast collection of neurons, neuron processes and

associated support cells. Neurons and the networks formed from neuron interconnection

are understood to be the central information processing elements in the brain. Figure 1.1

illustrates a biological neuron. Neurons are composed of a cell body, the soma, an axon

reaching out of the soma, carrying electric signals primarily away from the neuron, and

a dendritic tree which primarily carries electrical signals from other neurons towards the

soma of the neuron. Neurons accumulate charge in the form of ions, once the charge of

a neuron reaches a threshold, its charge will further increase and a short high potential

spike signal will occur in the neuron and travel along the axon. Figure 1.2 shows the

membrane potential of a neuron as it receives a little current causing sub-threshold

oscillations and then receiving enough current to cause a super-threshold spike.

9



Part 1. Accelerated Embedded Neural Network Simulation 10

Figure 1.1: Illustration of a biological neuron, illustrating soma, axon, dendrites and
a synapse from an identical presynatic neuron. Image has been adapted from [1].

Figure 1.2: Illustration of the membrane potential of a neuron model including sub-
threshold oscillation, super-threshold spiking and hyperpolarisation.

Where the axon of one neuron meets the dendrite of another neuron, a synapse may form.

A synapse is a junction between two neurons where the electrical signal or spike from

the presynaptic neuron causes a neurotransmitter to be released into the synaptic cleft.

This, in turn causes ion channels to open at the site of the synapse in the postsynaptic

neuron. These ion channels generate a post synaptic potential which in turn changes the

charge inside the soma of the postsynaptic neuron.

This charge is commonly termed the membrane potential. In the absence of stimulus, the

membrane potential in biological neurons returns to its resting potential. A post-synaptic

spike may be inhibitory or excitory and increases or decreases the postsynaptic membrane

potential respectively. A neuron generates a spike once the membrane potential reaches

a certain threshold. The spike is a sudden increase in membrane potential from which an

action potential travels down the axon of the neuron, causing synapses to release various

neurotransmitters, a�ecting further neurons.
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1.3 Spiking neural models

Many di�erent spiking neuron models have been proposed, representing di�erent levels

of biological realism. This section introduces the main features of four neuron models

used in this work:

• Leaky integrate and �re model

• Spike Response Model of order zero

• Izhikevich model

• Hodgkin Huxley model

Basic phenomenological models are developed from observable phenomena of biological

neurons such as the Spike Response Model (SRM) [2]. Models such as the Hodgkin

Huxley Model (HH) [3] model the �ow of ions into and out of the soma. The neuron

model selected depends on the application. More complex neuron models are more

di�cult to analyse but better represent biological neurons. Models such as Izhikevich

models and ion channel-based models better represent neuron models in the mammalian

brain. Simpler models such as the Integrate and Fire (IAF) neuron model are easier to

analyse and require less computational power to simulate but are less faithful to biological

neurons. The more complex compartmental neuron models [2] extend the modelling of

ion channels to include a representation of the location of ion channels and synapses on

the body of the neuron.

Leaky integrate and �re model

The basic leaky integrate and �re model represents the electrical circuit of a biological

neuron [2]. The circuit consists of a capacitor Cm in parallel with a resistor Rm, where

the resistor represents the leakage current. The capacitor is driven by a current I(t)

which is a summation of all incoming synaptic currents. The membrane potential of the

neuron model is measured across the capacitor. Once the membrane potential reaches a

certain threshold voltage the membrane potential is initialised to a reset voltage, and a

spike signal is transmitted to any connected postsynaptic neurons.

Spike Response Model of order zero

The Spike Response Model SRM0 [2] is a special case of the SRM model. The SRM0

model is a generalization of the Integrate and Fire neuron model, which models many
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of the properties of biological neurons without modelling the underlying current. SRM0

models the membrane potential ui of the neuron i given the last �ring time of the neuron

i is t′i (Eqn. 1.1).

ui(t) = η(t− t′i) +
∑

j

wij
∑

f

εij(t− t(f)
j ) + urest (1.1)

where t(f)
j describes the time that neuron j spiked for each spike f . wij represents the

synaptic weight between neuron i and neuron j. urest is set to 0 . A neuron spikes when

the membrane potential ui crosses the threshold voltage from a lower value. η describes

the stereotyped voltage time-course of the neuron when it spikes.

Izhikevich model

The Izhikevich Model [4] is a spiking model consisting of a varying membrane potential

v and a recovery variable U . This model can be parameterised using four empirical

parameters a, b, c and d. This allows the model to emulate a number of typical spiking

neuron types found in the brain, without requiring emulation of any of the ion channels

or morphologies of biological neurons. This makes it computationally e�cient to model

complex networks with the Izhikevich Model. The variables v and U evolve as follows:

dU

dt
=
a ∗ ( b∗vMV − U)

MS
(1.2)

dv

dt
=

0.04 ∗ v2

MV + 5 ∗ v + (140− U + ISyn) ∗MV

MS
(1.3)

where MV and MS are scaling constants denoting millivolts and milliseconds respec-

tively, and ISyn is the summation of the dimensionless synaptic current. A neuron spikes

when the membrane potential v crosses the threshold voltage.

Hodgkin Huxley model

The Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model (Figure 1.3) is a conductance-based model that de-

scribes the electrical behaviour of individual ion channels which move ions in and out

of the neuron, thus changing the membrane potential. This model was initially used to

explain the ionic mechanisms underlying the initiation and propagation of action poten-

tials in the squid giant axon [3]. However, the general HH formalism may also be used

to model other neurons by modifying the ion channels used. Figure 1.3 illustrates the
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circuit diagram of a HH neuron model. The resistances of the Rk and Rna are described

by time and membrane potential dependent parametric equations, which have been �tted

to mimic the behaviour of the real biological ion channels of a squid axon in terms of

their response time and equilibrium potentials.

Figure 1.3: Circuit diagram of a HH model, indicating the leaky ion channel Il, the
potassium ion channel Ik, the sodium ion channel Ina and the synaptic current Isyn.

1.4 Simulating Spiking Neural Networks in software

This section examines the state of the art in computational modelling of biological neuron

models and spiking neural networks and the existing software simulation tools in use by

the computational neuroscience community and the advantages of each tool. This section

also considers the individual model exchange modalities of each simulator and highlights

the most relevant simulators which in�uence this work.

GEneral NEural SImulation System (GENESIS)

The GEneral NEural SImulation System (GENESIS) simulator is a multi-scale neuronal

simulator [5, 6] used for the construction and implementation of realistic models of neu-

robiological systems at many levels of detail, namely subcellular processes, individual

neurons, networks of neurons and neuronal systems. While GENESIS can be extended

to model more abstract networks, other simulators are likely more suited to the mod-

elling of simpli�ed integrate and �re models. A parallel implementation (PGENESIS)

for cluster computing simulation is also available. GENESIS simulations are written in

the GENESIS scripting language which supports an object oriented approach to model

creation, with interaction via message passing.
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NEURON

NEURON [7, 8] is a simulation environment used for modelling individual neurons and

networks of neurons. NEURON uses the 'hoc' or python scripting language and the

NEURON GUI for model development, execution and result analysis. NEURON is the

most popular modelling tool for biologically accurate neural networks and neuron models

due to its many supported tools and the many tools which support NEURON's own 'hoc'

format. NEURON is open source and can execute on most platforms. Users can extend

the library of biophysical mechanisms and customise simulation �ow control. Moreover,

NEURON has good support, is well documented and is continuously developing with

enhancements.

NEST (NEural Simulation Tool)

NEST �is a simulator for spiking neural network models that focuses on the dynamics,

size and structure of neural systems rather than on the exact morphology of individual

neurons� [9]. NEST is supported on all major platforms and uses a python-based interface

to allow users to develop their own simulations. NEST also uses its own simulation

language called SLI (simulation language interpreter). NEST supports multi-processor

machines and can be executed on computer clusters through the use of MPI (message

passing interface). The simulator provides over 50 point neuron models and supports

compartmental models with a small number of compartments. NEST is best suited for

the modelling of a large number of point neuron models rather than morphologically

accurate neuron models. PyNN can be used to create neural network simulations with

NEST as the backend simulator. New neuron and synapse models can be added to NEST

by a Python or SLI developer, and must adhere to and supply a standard number of

functions to be used in the simulator.

BRIAN

BRIAN is a simulator for point spiking neuron models which successfully aims to be

easy to learn and use [10, 11]. BRIAN is accessible via the Python language but can

be highly optimised through C++ code generation. BRIAN supports the procedural

construction of networks of both integrate-and-�re models and Hodgkin-Huxley type

models, connected via various synapse models. All neuron models are modelled directly

by implicitly solving model equations. These equations may be freely de�ned giving the

user a very �exible way to add and modify neuron models based on integrate and �re

neuron models and Hodgkin Huxley type models.
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BRIAN can be used as a backend simulator for PyNN. Through PyNN and the BRIAN

python interface, it is possible to graphically display simulation results. However, BRIAN

does not have GUI tools for the de�nition or parameterisation of neuron models.

PyNN

PyNN (pronounced 'pine') is a meta-simulator for neural networks [12]. PyNN contains

a simulator-independent API for building neuronal network models in Python. Once

models are de�ned using the PyNN API, they can be simulated on any one of the

backend simulators currently supported by PyNN, i.e. NEURON, NEST, PCSIM and

BRIAN.

PyNN currently supports point neuron models only and de�nes a set of models which can

be simulated on any of the backend simulators, while allowing access to `native' models

which are available only on individual backend simulators. PyNN is primarily targetted

at large simulations of thousands and hundreds of thousands of point neuron models,

as it is capable of hiding the speci�c synaptic connectivity with high level connectivity

schemes, including small-world and distance-dependent schemes.

Neurospaces and GENESIS 3

Neurospaces is �a development centre for software components of computational neuro-

science simulators� [13]. Neurospaces grew out of GENESIS in an e�ort to create a more

modular neural simulator and a modular set of tools to which the developer community

can better contribute code and tools. GENESIS 3 is the name given to this new modular

simulator, while still being based on the GENESIS 2 simulator. GENESIS 3 will support

NeuroML [14] as a model import and export format through the Neurospaces model

container.

MOOSE (Multiscale Object-Oriented Simulation Environment)

MOOSE [15] allows for the simulation of �single molecules to subcellular networks, from

single cells to neuronal networks, and to still larger systems� [16]. MOOSE, similarly to

GENESIS, allows for the combination of various building blocks including neuron seg-

ments, ion channels, synapses and low level chemical kinetic models. MOOSE is back-

wards compatible with GENESIS but the primary interface is in Python. Simulations

are built from building blocks using an object hierarchy similar to GENESIS. MOOSE

supports only compartmental models. However, point models may be simulated using a

single compartment.
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PSICS (Parallel Stochastic Ion Channel Simulator)

PSICS computes the behaviour of neurons �taking account of the stochastic nature of

ion channel gating and the detailed positions of the channels themselves.� [17] PSICS

is written in Java in order to be as platform-independent as possible. A core feature of

PSICS is that each ion channel is treated distinctly rather than as a conductance density,

such as in the NEURON and GENESIS simulators. However, some approximations

about the population of ion channels are made by PSICS to accelerate simulations of

large numbers of ion channels.

1.5 NeuroML and LEMS

NeuroML is �an international, collaborative initiative to develop a language for describing

detailed models of neural systems� [14]. The aim of NeuroML is to create a declarative

XML-based language to include biophysics, anatomy and network architecture of neu-

ronal systems at multiple scales. Many simulators and meta-simulators have developed

libraries of common neuron models as well as languages to develop new models for use

with the simulators. The NeuroML and LEMS initiative represents a uni�ed approach

to provide a model speci�cation that functions across simulators.

LEMS is a declarative, machine-readable, XML-based neural model description format

which underlies the NeuroML2 speci�cation [18]. LEMS describes the low-level structure

and behaviour dynamics of NeuroML elements such as neurons and synapses. Addition-

ally, novel elements may be described in LEMS to extend NeuroML simulations with

new simulation elements.

A LEMS/NeuroML �le can describe a complete neural network simulation. This in-

cludes neuron and synapse models, network topology and simulation parameters such as

timestep size and simulation duration.

In an object oriented fashion, LEMS separates the descriptions of model dynamics (Com-

ponentType elements) from instantiated parameter values (Component elements). Con-

sequently, a single ComponentType may describe many neuron behaviours depending on

how it is parameterised. For example, the Izhekivich neuron model [4] may exhibit many

di�erent behaviours depending on its parameterisation.

LEMS models contain equation-driven state variables, conditions and event handling to

describe the structure and behaviour of ComponentType elements such as synapses or
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ion channels. This self-contained, complete de�nition of the model ensures full inter-

simulator portability, without the requirement for the simulator to have domain-speci�c

knowledge.

A ComponentType element contains descriptions of model structure and model dynam-

ics [19]. Structural elements (Figure 1.4) in a LEMS ComponentType include the follow-

ing:

• Parameter and DerivedParameter : de�ne what parameters are required by the

model upon instantiation and which are derived from existing parameters.

• Exposure and Requirement : de�ne which variables are available to other Compo-

nentTypes and are required from other models for this model to function.

• Children, Child and ComponentReference: de�ne which other ComponentTypes are

allowed inside this ComponentType.

• Attachment : de�nes which ComponentTypes may be attached such as synapses.

• EventPort : de�nes any ports on which spike events may be communicated.

• Dynamics: contains the speci�cation for the model operation.

Expanding the Dynamics model operation element further, it includes the following:

• StateVariable: de�nes state, which is maintained across timesteps.

• DerivedVariable: de�nes variables which are derived from other parameters and

variables.

• TimeDerivative: de�nes the equations a�ecting StateVariables on each timestep.

• Regime: de�nes individual dynamics which only execute when the Regime is active.

• OnCondition, OnStart, OnEnter and OnEvent : de�ne events which occur when a

condition is met, when a ComponentType is activated, when a Regime is starting

or when a spike event is received respectively.

• EventOut : speci�es that a spike event should be transmitted on a particular Event-

Port.

Parameter, DerivedParameter, DerivedVariable and StateVariable elements must refer

to a Dimension element de�ned in LEMS such as voltage or current. This allows any

LEMS simulator to check that a simulation is dimensionally consistent.
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Figure 1.4: Diagram of LEMS ComponentType hierarchy. Models in LEMS are
described using ComponentType de�nitions with nested structural and dynamical ele-

ments.

While some LEMS simulators such as the jLEMS reference simulator [19] support LEMS

and NeuroML models natively, the dominant method of simulating LEMS and NeuroML

models is through the use of export tools [20]. The open source software package jNeu-

roML [21] includes the jLEMS simulator and exports LEMS and NeuroML simulations

to various simulator native formats including NEURON, BRIAN and MATLAB scripts.

It is also possible to use LEMS as a starting point for simulator-free code generation in

languages such as C, in order to execute a simulation more e�ciently. Code generation

is employed by both NEURON [8] and BRIAN [22] simulators in order to accelerate

neural simulation using e�cient compiled C code. The advantage of such code generation

techniques is that a more �exible high level programming language or neuron speci�cation
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may be used to de�ne neural models, while using more e�cient low level languages to

conduct the actual numerical simulation. LEMS is more suitable for code generation than

other neural simulation speci�cations since it is very low entropy and contains all details

necessary to simulate neuron models in any simulator. In Chapter 2, the concept of

code generation is extended; to automatically generate synthesisable VHDL from LEMS

models. The development of a tool-suite to automate this process is a core contribution

of this thesis [23].

1.6 Simulating Spiking Neural Networks in hardware

This section provides an overview of reported spiking neural network simulation in hard-

ware or embedded systems. The reviewed simulators are not standard commodity hard-

ware platforms as they each use a brain-inspired architecture to achieve lower power

requirements, more accurate simulations and/or faster emulation of neural networks.

SpiNNaker is an example of a large scale processor-based neural simulator while Brain-

ScaleS, SyNAPSE and NeuroGrid are examples of analogue neural networks realised in

silicon. Bluehive and EMBRACE are both FPGA-based neural network implementa-

tions.

SpiNNaker

SpiNNaker [24] is a brain inspired computer architecture developed at the Advanced

Processor Technologies (APT) group in the School of Computer Science at the University

of Manchester. SpiNNaker has applications in neuroscience as a platform for researchers

to simulate brain functions and as a small scale spinnaker hardware module which can

provide thousands of spiking neurons for robotics control applications.

The complete SpiNNaker Engine consists of 57k nodes, where each node consists of a

System-in-Package (SiP) containing 18 ARM9 cores plus 128Mbyte o�-die SDRAM. The

ARM9 cores communicate via packets carried by a custom interconnect fabric.

Spinnaker requires neuron models to be written in C, typically using the Spin1 API

and compiled to the ARM architecture. The Spin1 API provides a set of functions for

memory access and exposes two principle events, namely

• an incoming spike event which allows the neuron models to react to incoming spikes

• an integration time step tick which allows the neuron models to process integration

steps to update neuron dynamics.
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Spinnaker has also integrated with PyNN to allow PyNN users to create arbitrary net-

works of thousands of neurons in the python scripting language. The PACMAN SpiN-

Naker support software translates the connectome into a format usable by the SpiNNaker

hardware. Multiple scale SpiNNaker hardware systems are available including a 4-node

module for small scale robotics applications [24]. A rack implementation is also available

with 19" rack cabinets incorporating 5 card frames each with 24 48-node cards, each

comprising 103,680 ARM processor cores.

BrainScaleS / FACETS

BrainScaleS (Brain-inspired multi-scale computation in neuromorphic hybrid systems) [25]

is a Future and Emerging Technologies (FET)-Proactive project co-ordinated by Ruprecht-

Karls-Universität Heidelberg. BrainScaleS is building upon the work of the FACETS

project [26] to build a mixed-signal neuromorphic platform as a wafer-scale analogue

VLSI platform which contains 352 distinct chips, each with 512 neurons and 128,000

synapses [27]. The neurons in question are analogue implementations of the exponential

integrate and �re model, composed of compartment-like Dendrite Membrane (DenMem)

circuits, each con�gured by 23 individual analogue parameter inputs. This allows the

DenMem circuits to each emulate di�erent kinds of membrane channels. The neuron

interconnect is digital.

BrainScaleS hardware is accessible via PyNN python based scripts. The PyNN software

itself was developed initially through the FACETS project. This allows for the com-

parison of time-stepped conventional software simulations of neurons against the VLSI

implementation on BrainScales hardware. BrainScales simulations of neural networks

can run at 104 times faster than real time.

SyNAPSE

SyNAPSE is a DARPA funded project [28] tasked with the development of neuromorphic

technology that can scale to biological levels. Speci�cally, the aim is to develop a device

with 10 billion neurons and 100 trillion synapses, while only consuming one kilowatt of

power and occupying two litres of space. In addition to extensive software simulations of

neural networks on the IBM Blue Gene/P supercomputer, to date the SyNAPSE project

has developed an ASIC neuromorphic architecture, where 256 Leaky Integrate and Fire

neurons are combined with 256x1024 Spike Time Dependent Plasticity (STDP) synapses.

This architecture uses digital neurons and synapses. The device has been used to capture

multiple functional properties of the mammalian olfactory bulb glomerular-layer using a

simulated olfactory sensor [29]. This neurosynaptic core consumes only 45 pJ of active
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power per spike with a power supply of 0.85V, which makes it viable for low power

embedded sensing devices. However, the neuron models employed by the neurosynaptic

core are not recon�gurable.

TrueNorth

TrueNorth is a DARPA funded project [30] which has developed modular digital neurosy-

naptic cores which can be interconnected via an intra-chip network. TrueNorth ASICs

use a custom developed minimalist neuron model [31] which is capable of emulating

the spiking behaviour of all 20 Izhikevich [4] type neuron models use between 1 and 3

TrueNorth neuron models. The purpose of this model is not based in the simulation

of underlying neural processes such as ion channels but in the e�cient reproduction of

the spiking behaviour of neurons. The neuron models are parameterisable and a suite of

tools [32] has been made available to design neural network applications or "Corelets"

for execution in the TrueNorth architecture. A TrueNorth program consists of a spec-

i�cation for the TrueNorth neurosynaptic cores including inputs and outputs, neuron

parameters, synaptic weights and the topology of the network. Corelets are an abstrac-

tion of the neural networks implemented in the TrueNorth program and can be designed

using composition of existing library Corelets or newly speci�ed Seed Corelets. Sample

applications have been developed on the TrueNorth platform including multi-object im-

age detection and classi�cation with 400x240-pixel video input at 30 frames-per-second,

for which the chip consumes only 63 mW.

NeuroGrid

NeuroGrid [33] is developed by the "Brains in Silicon" lab at Stanford University and

employs analogue parameterisable neurons. These analogue neurons are extremely space

and energy e�cient. In order to emulate many di�erent biological neurons, NeuroGrid

neurons have 61 graded and 18 binary programmable parameters which are common to

all 65,536 silicon neurons in one Neurocore. NeuroGrid uses a digital interconnect to

route spikes as multicast and unicast packets between neurons, allowing for an e�cient

plastic connectome implemented on a FPGA daughter board [34]. NeuroGrid is capable

of simulating one million neurons with two subcellular compartments per neuron on a

single NeuroGrid board containing 16 Neurocores. The power consumption of one board

is very low, at approximately 5 watts. In order to emulate di�erent neuron models, the

neuron parameters must be �tted to emulate the desired neuron model characteristics. A

study by Gao et al. [41] shows that this is possible with a Neurocore and that �Mapped

neurons match spike timings of a simulated neuron with a standard deviation of 3.4%
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of the average inter-spike interval.� NeuroGrid can be used to create neural networks to

perform computations using the Neural Engineering Framework (NEF) [35]. Recently,

this has been used to create SPAUN [36], a large model of the functioning brain which

is capable of various cognitive tasks.

Bluehive

Bluehive [37], developed at Cambridge University, is a custom 64-FPGA machine, tar-

geted at scienti�c simulations and suitable for spiking neural network simulations. The

boards are Terasic DE4 boards with Stratix IV FPGAs, connected via high speed serial

interconnect, making for 72Gbit/s bidirectional communication bandwidth per FPGA

board. A reference SNN application allows 64k neurons with 64M synapses per FPGA.

The neuron models used are �xed point implementations of the Izhikevich spiking neuron

model, similar to those implemented in SpiNNaker [38]. The evaluation of all equations

is completed in dedicated hardware pipelines rather than in sequential processors. The

evaluation pipelines require the use of the same neuron model parameters for all neurons

on a single FPGA. The delta dimensionless spikes used by the Izhikevich model enables

the implementation on Bluehive to simply accumulate weights into an input value for

the Izhikevich equation evaluation pipeline.

EMBRACE

EMBRACE (Emulating Biologically-inspiRed ArChitectures in hardware) [39, 40] is a

joint initiative by the Intelligent Systems Research Center (ISRC), University of Ulster

and the Bio-Inspired electronics and Recon�gurable Computing (BIRC) Research Group,

National University of Ireland Galway. EMBRACE aims to provide Network on Chip

(NoC) interconnect between a number of spiking neurons for scalable neural networks.

As EMBRACE was designed to implement all neurons in parallel, the number of neurons

depends on the size of the FPGA. Due to their parallel evaluation, such neurons execute

orders of magnitude faster than real time, though there are less neurons than in a Bluehive

design.

1.7 Conclusions

Simulations of biological neuron models, neural networks and nervous systems are at the

centre of computational neuroscience. Recently, there has been an explosion in the need

for computational power and platforms to simulate large networks of complex neuron
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models. For these simulations to be useful, they must be accurate and they must complete

in a reasonable time. The goals of this thesis are to automate FPGA implementation

of neuron models from a high level neural network language and to develop a FPGA

hardware platform for accelerating and simulating neural network models.

The most popular simulation methods involve the use of software simulators including

NEURON, BRIAN, NEST and metasimulators such as PyNN. In order to accelerate

neural simulations, a number of specialised digital hardware systems have also been

developed. However, such simulators require specialised hardware design expertise. Ad-

ditionally, only a narrow subset of neuron models have been implemented in hardware.

These constraints have limited the use of such platforms in place of software simulators.

LEMS is a declarative, machine-readable, XML-based neural model description format,

which describes the low-level structure and behaviour of NeuroML elements such as neu-

rons and synapses. This self-contained, complete de�nition of models is most suitable

as a cross-simulator model de�nition format. Additionally, new elements may be de-

scribed in LEMS to create simulations with completely novel neural models. It is also

suitable as a source language for translation to synthesizable Hardware Description Lan-

guage (HDL) format. Therefore, LEMS has been selected as the most suitable format

for de�ning neural models for the FPGA hardware platform developed as part of this

work.



Chapter 2

Automated conversion from

NeuroML and LEMS models to

hardware implementation

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents LEMS (Low Entropy Model Speci�cation) to VHDL (VHSIC Hard-

ware Description Language), a novel open source automated conversion process which

translates high level NeuroML and LEMS neuron and synapse models to synthesisable

Hardware Description Language (HDL) format and subsequent implementation on Field

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) recon�gurable hardware. This conversion tool en-

ables the automated implementation of diverse neuron models directly from LEMS for

use in hardware acceleration platforms without the overhead of specialised hardware de-

scription and HDL capture. This acceleration will greatly bene�t applications where

many thousands of neurons must be simulated or many thousands of simulations must

be completed, such as for parameter optimisation tasks when �tting neuron parameters

to observed biological data such as voltage recordings [41].

This chapter presents performance and FPGA resource utilisation results for three neuron

models and veri�es the accuracy of the auto-generated VHDL and implemented FPGA

hardware models with respect to the source LEMS models. This work is further reported

in "Automated conversion from NeuroML and LEMS models to hardware implementa-

tion" in review in Elsevier Neural Networks, also attached in Appendix A.1 [23].

24
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2.2 LEMS model samples

Three example neuron models are used to explain the conversion method from LEMS to

VHDL, namely

1. The conductance-based Leaky Integrate and Fire (LIF) neuron model [42] (iafRe-

fCell in LEMS) with an exponential decaying conductance based synapse (ex-

pOneSynapse in LEMS). This model is described in equation and LEMS form

in Section 2.1 of Appendix A.1 [23].

2. The Izhikevich [4] neuron model with a step function stimulus generator as in-

put. This model is described in equation and LEMS form in Section 2.2 of Ap-

pendix A.1 [23].

3. Hodgkin Huxley [3] neuron model (pointCellConductanceBased in LEMS) with an

exponential conductance-based synapse (expOneSynapse in LEMS). This model is

described in LEMS form in Section 2.3 of Appendix A.1 [23].

These models have been selected due to their common usage in the literature as well as

their varying degrees of biological plausibility and computational complexity. Each model

uses a LEMS StateVariable which represents the membrane potential of the neuron and

an EventPort which emits spikes upon the membrane potential crossing the threshold.

The models are fully parameterisable through LEMS Parameter de�nitions. The LIF

example model also uses LEMS Regimes to activate di�erent dynamics depending on

whether it is operating in refractory or integrating mode. The Izhikevich model uses an

additional StateVariable U which represents the recovery variable. The Hodgkin Huxley

example uses a large composition of components to achieve a highly con�gurable neuron

model design.

2.3 LEMS to HDL conversion

2.3.1 Fixed-point logic and numerical methods considerations

Numerical values in LEMS software simulators such as jLEMS [19] and pyLEMS [43]

are usually implemented as double-precision �oating-point numbers representing a wide

range of values with a high dynamic range. An alternative is �xed-point logic which

uses a �xed number of bits to represent the integer and fractional components of a

number. Hardware �xed-point adders, multipliers and dividers use considerably less

silicon area and FPGA resources than their �oating point counterparts [44], through the
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use of e�cient integer arithmetic techniques. The trade-o� for using �xed-point numbers

is limited range and �xed limited precision. To minimize FPGA hardware resource

requirements, the LEMS to VHDL conversion process assigns a �xed-point integer and

fractional bit length for each LEMS-de�ned dimension. This results in a �xed upper and

lower limit of representable values for each dimension.

Both software and digital hardware simulations of biological neurons are commonly time-

step driven. At each time step, the state of the neuron model is updated. TimeDerivative

elements in LEMS are �rst order Ordinary Di�erential Equations (ODE) which describe

StateVariable changes at every integration time step. Forward Euler integration is a �rst

order integration method which e�ciently solves ODEs [45] in the generated VHDL hard-

ware models. The Forward Euler method is employed in the converted VHDL hardware

neuron and synapse models as well as in the jLEMS reference software simulator.

2.3.2 Generic multi-stage datapath to update neuron state

The conversion process translates each LEMS Component instance into a single VHDL

entity. While a great deal of neural processing may be parallelised, it is not possible to

parallelise two operations where one operation depends on the output of the other. This

leads to a set of fundamental neuron model operations which must occur sequentially.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the seven processing steps used to update the VHDL converted

neuron models. The choice of the seven stages gives visibility of all intermediate products

during the update cycle, allowing the logging of all parameters and partial results of a

neuron model during execution. Not all neuron and synapse models require the use of

all 7 stages. If a model does not use a stage (because, for example, no DerivedVariable

calculations are required), then the done signal of that stage is held at a constant high

and the stage is bypassed. The current state of the neural model is held external to

Figure 2.1: Generic block diagram of the seven processing stages used to update the
HDL converted neuron models, along with control signals driven by the Control Finite

State Machine (FSM). [Figure 4 Appendix A.1 [23]]
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the hardware which calculates the next state (Figure 2.1). This makes the hardware

neuron model suitable for time multiplexing. Time multiplexing allows a single very fast

hardware neuron to simulate many thousand functionally similar neuron models. Time

multiplexing is the most promising method of using the advantages of high speed neuron

models in large neural network simulations [46]. Each time-multiplexed neuron model

can have distinct state variables and parameters.

Each stage is controlled by a start and done signal handshake process from a central

Finite State Machine (FSM). The input to each stage includes the model parameter

values and the current state of the model as well as results from the previous stage.

The Dynamics of each Component instance are separated into seven distinct calculation

stages where stages 1-3 calculate all DerivedVariables, stages 4-6 calculate all TimeD-

erivatives and stage 7 applies the correct new values to all StateVariables, updates the

model Regime and sends appropriate spike events. TimeDerivatives are �rst order dif-

ferential equations applied to StateVariables, which govern their change in time, such as

the e�ect caused by a membrane current on the neuron membrane potential. TimeD-

erivatives often depend on DerivedVariables such as the synaptic current summed from

all synapses, or the membrane current summed from all membrane ion channels. For

this reason, TimeDerivatives are calculated in series after DerivedVariables.

Stages 1 to 3 supporting DerivedVariables

Stages 1, 2 and 3 calculate all DerivedVariable equations from the LEMS source model.

DerivedVariable equations may contain StateVariables, Parameters and Exposures. While

LEMS models are solved using a standard software equation solver which can handle ar-

bitrarily long equations, the converted hardware neuron models only support a subset

of operations including, addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, exponentials and

powers. Additionally, no more than one sequential exponential or power calculation is

supported. With this limitation however, it is still possible to convert any LEMS model,

by splitting complex DerivedVariable equations into a number of individual dependent

DerivedVariables.

DerivedVariable equations often use functions such as exponentials and powers. In order

to compute exponentials and exponents in digital hardware, two hardware blocks have

been designed. These state-machine driven hardware blocks require multiple clock cycles

to calculate the result. Such hardware blocks (if required) are always placed in Stage

2 of the converted synthesisable VHDL. For example Equation 2.1 is a DerivedVariable
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that is part of the HHExpLinearRate ComponentType.

r = rate ∗ x/(1− exp(−x)) (2.1)

Equation 2.1 is automatically partitioned into Equations 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 for implemen-

tation in Stages 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

A = −x (2.2)

B = exp(A) (2.3)

r = rate ∗ x/(1−B) (2.4)

Stages 1 and 3 contain equations consisting of add, subtract, multiply and divide op-

erators while stage 2 contains any exponential or exponents. Stages 1 and 3 typically

complete in one clock cycle. However, if any division operators are required, this leads

to long combinational hardware pathways which means that multiple clock cycles must

be allowed for the propagation of the �nal equation result. Exponentials are calculated

using the �rst seven terms of the Taylor Series expansion of the exponential. Exponents

are achieved using a single multiplier to iteratively multiply the base as often as speci�ed

by the power. Both exponential and exponent calculations require multiple clock cycles

to complete.

Stages 4 to 6 supporting TimeDerivatives

Stages 4, 5 and 6 in VHDL models calculate any TimeDerivative equations in the LEMS

source model. TimeDerivative equations may contain StateVariables, Parameters and

Exposures as well as DerivedVariables. Equations for TimeDerivatives are split and

calculated in the same way as that of the equations for DerivedVariables. Stages 4, 5

and 6 are calculated after Stages 1, 2 and 3 so that the TimeDerivatives may use the

newly calculated DerivedVariables' results.

Stage 7 supporting StateVariable and Regime update and spike generation

Stage 7 is the �nal stage and uses the newly calculated TimeDerivatives to calculate the

updated value for each StateVariable, generate any output spikes and calculate which

Regime the model should transition to.

First, the TimeDerivative result calculated in previous stages is used to update the rel-

evant StateVariable. Next, any OnEvent, OnStart, OnCondition and OnEnter elements
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which a�ect this StateVariable have their actions applied. Following this process, the

new StateVariable value for the timestep is output from this �nal stage.

If a model has an EventPort with an out direction then the hardware in Stage 7 must

calculate if a spike should be sent. This is performed by evaluating OnCondition elements

in the model Dynamics. OnCondition elements are converted to VHDL comparison

operators.

If a model contains Regimes, a separate VHDL process determines whether the model

should transition to another Regime. This is similar to the evaluation of OnCondition

elements.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the hardware architecture of the gateHHrates ComponentType, of

which the n Component is an instance. Once converted to VHDL, the n Component uses

only Stages 1, 2, 3 and 6 of the 7 Stages of the converted VHDL models. Stages 1, 2 and

3 are used as a DerivedVariable requires a power calculation. Stage 6 is required since a

StateVariable and a TimeDerivative are present. Stages 4 and 5 are ommitted since no

exponential or power is used by the TimeDerivative. This example (Figure 2.2) shows

the use of both the paramPow and delayDone components. The paramPow component

calculates a power function over multiple clock cycles. The delayDone component waits

for two clock cycles before asserting the stage done signal, to give the �xed-point divider

in Stage 3 enough time to propagate the result.

2.3.3 Implementation in FPGA hardware for model validation

All converted VHDL models have been simulated using the Xilinx ISim simulator which

is part of the Xilinx ISE toolkit [47]. In addition to VHDL simulations, each of the

three sample neuron models has been implemented in a hardware testbed system in

a Virtex-6 LX240T FPGA on a ML605 evaluation board. The viciLogic viciLab [48]

prototyping toolkit has been employed to test models in hardware with stimulus and

result readout. The viciLogic "Wrapper" [48] software tool automates the integration

of the LEMS-exported VHDL neuron model with the viciLogic hardware design. The

viciLogic hardware provides write access to all input signals and read access to all signals

within the hardware neuron through a python software interface.

2.4 Conversion results

All three model examples have been simulated by applying a 20Hz spiking stimulus into

their attached synapses for 1 second. When synapses are not present, as is the case
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for the Izhikevich neuron models, parameterised step generators have been employed to

apply stimulus. The integration time step is 50µs. Signals recorded at every timestep

include the neuron membrane potentials and the synapse conductances. Each hardware

converted model has been tested and veri�ed using stimulus identical to that applied to

the respective source software-simulated LEMS models. All software simulations have

been executed using the reference jLEMS simulator [19] for accuracy comparisons and

using both the jLEMS and NEURON [8] simulators for performance benchmarks.

(a) Block diagram of converted n Component.

190 <Child name="forwardRate " type="baseVoltageDepRate"/>
191 <Child name="rever seRate " type="baseVoltageDepRate"/>
192 <Parameter name="in s t an c e s " dimension="none"/>
193 <Requirement name="v" dimension="vo l tage"/>
194 <Exposure name="fcond " dimension="none"/>
195 <Exposure name="q" dimension="none"/>
196 <Exposure name="alpha " dimension="per_time"/>
197 <Exposure name="beta " dimension="per_time"/>
198 <Exposure name="tau" dimension="time"/>
199 <Exposure name=" i n f " dimension="none"/>
200 <Dynamics>
201 <StateVar iab l e name="q" exposure="q" dimension="none"/>
202 <Der ivedVar iab le name="alpha " dimension="per_time" exposure="alpha "
203 s e l e c t="forwardRate / r"/>
204 <Der ivedVar iab le name="beta " dimension="per_time" exposure="beta "
205 s e l e c t="reverseRate / r"/>
206 <Der ivedVar iab le name="fcond " exposure="fcond " dimension="none"
207 value="q^ in s t an c e s "/>
208 <Der ivedVar iab le name=" i n f " dimension="none" exposure=" i n f "
209 value="alpha /( alpha+beta )"/>
210 <Der ivedVar iab le name="tau" dimension="time" exposure="tau"
211 value ="1/(( alpha+beta ) ∗ r a t eS c a l e )"/>
212 <TimeDerivative va r i ab l e="q" value="( i n f − q ) / tau"/>
213 <OnStart>
214 <StateAssignment va r i ab l e="q" value=" i n f "/>
215 </OnStart>
216 </Dynamics>
217

(b) LEMS code describing architecture and dynamics of the gateHHrates ComponentType.

Figure 2.2: Block diagram and LEMS code of n Component which is an instance of the
gateHHrates ComponentType. The LEMS code shown is a combination of gateHHrates

and its ancestor ComponentTypes. [Figure 6 Appendix A.1 [23]]
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2.4.1 Numerical accuracy of neural models in FPGA hardware

Figures 2.3 - 2.5 illustrate the variation of neuron membrane potential over the �rst

150ms time period for each of the three models. Results demonstrate that the hard-

ware and LEMS software simulations exhibit good agreement. The di�erences observed

between jLEMS software simulation and hardware simulation are due to the di�erences

between �oating-point and �xed-point accuracy and range. For the iafRefCell and the

pointCellConductanceBased models, there is no di�erence visible at the scale of Figures

2.3 and 2.5. The di�erence is more pronounced in the Izhikevich neuron model (Figure

2.4). The Izhikevich neuron model is stimulated by an in�nite constant step current

input which is not typical of spiking neuron stimulus but is often used to observe the

response of a neuron. This constant current stimulus allows di�erences in one time step

to carry over into the next, resulting in the jLEMS and FPGA simulations slowly moving

out of step. This is because the constant nature of the input does not allow the neuron

to return to a quiescent state. In a neural network simulation with spikes as inputs to

Izhikevich neuron models, it is expected that such errors will not have an opportunity

to accumulate in the same manner. Meanwhile, the iafRefCell and the pointCellCon-

ductanceBased models, driven by a slow input spike signal can recover to their quiescent

state between each spike. Results demonstrate that the hardware and LEMS software

simulations exhibit good agreement. Table 2.1 lists the di�erence in spike times and

Inter-Spike Intervals (ISIs) for a number of standard LEMS models simulated in FPGA

hardware.

Execution speed of converted models

In FPGA hardware ordinarily one clock cycle per stage is required to execute the hard-

ware neuron model. If any of the more computationally demanding Stages (2 or 5) are

required by a model then a number of clock cycles are required, due to exponential or

power hardware calculations in the DerivedVariable or TimeDerivative equations. If

Stages 1, 3, 4 or 6 require a divider or have a lot of sequential multiplication operations

then the neuron model has exceptionally long combinational paths and requires mul-

tiple clock-cycles to execute the results. In the converted models, all stages take the

same amount of clock cycles in order to enable future pipelining. The FPGA testbed

described is used to test model accuracy and does not implement pipelining. The impact

of pipelining is discussed for each of the converted examples and is the subject of future

work.

Example 1 (iafRefCell and expOneSynapse) does not require stages 1, 2, 4 and 5. There-

fore only three stages are required with a maximum logic and routing delay of 26ns, which
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Figure 2.3: Variable trace for the membrane voltage v, resulting from simulating
Example 1: iafRefCell and the expOneSynapse in software using jLEMS and in FPGA

hardware. [Figure 7 Appendix A.1 [23]]

Figure 2.4: Variable trace for the membrane voltage v, resulting from simulating
Example 2: IzhikevichCell and the pulseGeneratorDL in software using jLEMS and in

FPGA hardware. [Figure 8 Appendix A.1 [23]]

Figure 2.5: Variable trace for the membrane voltage v, resulting from simulating Ex-
ample 3: pointCellConductanceBased and the expOneSynapse in software using jLEMS

and in FPGA hardware. [Figure 9 Appendix A.1 [23]]
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Table 2.1: Table of Percentage Root Mean Squared Di�erence for LEMS example
models' ISI and RMS error of spike times. All models are available as part of NeuroML2

CoreType library [49]. [Table 2 Appendix A.1 [23]]

Example ISI PRD Spike RMS

iafRefCell with expOneSynapse 0.002% 0.095ms

iafCell with expTwoSynapse 1.15% 0.29ms

iafTauCell 0.12% 0.42ms

iafTauRefCell 0.21% 4.55ms

izhekivichCell (Chattering) with pulseGeneratorDL 0.72% 2.96ms

izhikevichCell (Regular spiking) with pulseGeneratorDL 0.75% 2.13ms

izhikevichCell (Intrinsically bursting) with pulseGeneratorDL 0.51% 1.44ms

adExIaFCell [50] (Intrinsically bursting) with pulseGenerator 0.6% 1.84ms

adExIaFCell [50] (Chattering) with pulseGenerator 0.42% 1.99ms

pointCellConductanceBased with expOneSynapse 0.035% 0.0418ms

results in a maximum clock frequency of 38MHz. Each stage requires only one clock cy-

cle to complete. This results in approximately 12.6 million neuron updates per second

without pipelining. This rises to 38 million (3 x 12.6m) neuron updates if pipelining is

implemented.

Example 2 (IzhikevichCell and pulseGeneratorDL) does not require stages 1, 2, 4 and 5.

Only three stages are required with a maximum logic and routing delay of 53ns due to a

long update equation in stage 6, which results in a maximum clock frequency of 18.8MHz.

When implemented this design can be clocked at twice this frequency with a two clock

cycle delay in stage 6. As all stages need to take the same amount of time, each stage

requires two clock cycles. This results in approximately 6.28 million neuron updates per

second. This rises to 18.8 million (3 x 6.28m) neuron updates with pipelining.

Example 3 (pointCellConductanceBased and expOneSynapse) requires all seven stages

with a maximum logic and routing delay of 44ns including long divider paths, or 26ns

excluding those paths (when the long divider paths are allowed two clock cycles to

propagate), which results in a maximum clock frequency of 38MHz. Since the slowest

stage contains an exponential calculator, each stage requires 7 clock cycles to complete.

This results in approximately 755 thousand neuron updates per second. This rises to 5.4

million (3 x 755k) neuron updates with pipelining.

Table 2.2 compares the hardware execution performance (time to execute 1 million

timesteps, with and without pipelining) with the same LEMS simulation executed in

the jLEMS simulator and in the NEURON simulator. Both software simulations are

completed on a third generation Intel Core i7 processor (i7-3820 CPU @ 3.60GHz), with
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Table 2.2: Time for completion of 1,000,000 timesteps for FPGA hardware-based
neuron and LEMS simulation.

1,000,000 timesteps

Example
FPGA

(Update Freq.)

FPGA pipelined

(Update Freq.)
jLEMS NEURON

Speedup factor

without

pipelining

Speedup factor

with

pipelining

iafRefCell 79ms (12.6MHz) 27ms (38MHz) 3.24s 5.2s 40.5 121.5

izhekivichCell 160ms (6.28MHz) 53ms (18.8MHz) 2.60s 4.77s 16.25 48.75

pointCellCondBased 1.33s (755KHz) 0.19s (5.4MHz) 12.8s 5.65s 4.25 29.75

a single core dedicated to this simulation. The execution time in software has been

measured to exclude all neuron and synapse state initialisation and without recording

any neural simulation results. Table 2.2 lists only the execution time for neuron models,

without network setup or synthesis times or result readout time. Synthesis times have

been discounted since a bit�le can be pre-synthesized and reused between many di�er-

ent simulations using the same model. Setup of parameters and result readout times is

dependent on the platform implementation. This may be signi�cant but could be o�-

set by the implementation of many neuron and synapse models on one FPGA. Equally,

the number of models implementable in a single FPGA can signi�cantly outweigh the

addition of multiple CPU cores to a software simulation, depending on the model.

2.4.2 FPGA logic utilisation

The FPGA resource usage for each of the model examples is provided in Table 2.3. Re-

source usage refers to DSP48E1 components and occupied slices. DSP48E1 components

include dedicated Digital Signal Processing resources available in Xilinx Virtex 6 devices

for operations such as multiply, multiply accumulate, multiply add and three-input add.

Virtex 6 slices comprise the fundamental programmable unit used to implement digital

designs in Xilinx Virtex 6 FPGAs. Virtex 6 slices contain four 6 input look-up tables,

eight storage elements, wide-function multiplexers, and carry logic.

Hardware resource usage is presented for a neuron model with a single synapse model.

Table 2.3 demonstrates that 38 iafRefCell (Example 1) or 9 izhekivichCell (Example 2)

neuron models can �t on a Xilinx Virtex LX240T FPGA while two pointCellConduc-

tanceBased (Example 3) models can �t on the device. The largest FPGA available in the

Xilinx Virtex 6 is the Virtex LX760 which accommodates three times as many neuron

models of each type.
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Table 2.3: Table of FPGA resource usage for each of the iafRefCell, izhekivichCell
and pointCellConductanceBased example models.

Example DSP48E1 Slices (Slices % XC6VLX240T) (Slices % XC6VLX760)

iafRefCell 20 (2.6%) 293 (0.78%) (0.24% )

izhekivichCell 81 (10.5%) 583 (1.5%) (0.49% )

pointCell 173 (22.5%) 17,562 (46.6%) (14.8% )

2.5 Conversion implementation

The LEMS to VHDL conversion process has been integrated into the NeuroML and

LEMS export tools: org.neuroml.export, which can be found with full source on the

GitHub version management system at https://github.com/�nnk/org.neuroml.export [51].

LEMS to VHDL has been developed in the Java programming language. LEMS to VHDL

makes use of VHDL templates which form the skeleton for converted models. An ad-

ditional repository (https://github.com/FinnK/lems2hdl [52]) has been made available

which o�ers automated VHDL simulation through the Xilinx ISim simulator which is

part of the Xilinx ISE toolkit [47] (version 14.6). In order to synthesize neuron mod-

els with the viciLogic FPGA prototyping, control and monitoring platform, automation

TCL language scripts have been developed for both Altera Quartus II tools and Xilinx

ISE 14.6.

2.6 Conclusions

This chapter describes a fully automated conversion process which translates �exible

high-level LEMS neuron model descriptions to synthesisable VHDL format. This con-

version process provides abstraction from hardware-speci�c EDA tools and can therefore

be used by non hardware experts. The objective of this work is to provide a �exible

method of implementing diverse neuron models in FPGA hardware without additional

digital design e�ort being required. With this method, it is possible to convert existing

neuron models written in LEMS such as the NeuroML Coretypes and even novel ele-

ments described in LEMS. A set of three example converted LEMS neuron and synapse

models have been presented. Results highlight good accuracy of the converted hardware

implementations compared to the original LEMS model software simulations (Table 2.1).

The acceleration o�ered by the converted models can greatly bene�t applications where

many thousands of neurons must be simulated or many thousands of simulations must

be completed, such as for parameter optimisation tasks (when �tting neuron parameters

to observed biological data such as voltage recordings [41]). The contributions of this

work are further described in a paper in Appendix A.1 [23].



Chapter 3

FPGA-based Open Neural

Simulation platform

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the Fast Open Neural Simulation (FONS) platform; a recon�g-

urable System on Chip (SoC) architecture designed speci�cally for e�cient hardware

neural network simulation using time-multiplexed neuron and synapse models. The

FONS architecture has been implemented on the Xilinx Zynq 7000, mixed SoC and Field

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) technology. The presented architecture implements

a wide array of Low Entropy Model Speci�cation (LEMS)-based neuron models using

the previously reported LEMS to VHDL automated conversion algorithm. The FONS

architecture uses a small number of high speed time-multiplexed hardware neuron and

synapse models to simulate large neural networks. Modelling large neural networks in

specialised hardware systems requires expert knowledge of hardware systems. The aim

of the FONS architecture is to enable neural network modellers to capture high level

LEMS neuron and synapse models and to run these as accelerated neural simulations in

FPGA hardware. Users do not need any hardware knowledge to use the FONS system.

Modelling neural networks in digital hardware presents trade-o�s between simulation ac-

curacy, simulation speed and simulation scale. This chapter demonstrates the accuracy,

performance and ease of use of the FONS architecture and toolchain.

36
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3.2 FONS process

The FONS platform has been developed on the Avnet Zedboard. The Zedboard FPGA is

a Zynq 7000 XC7Z020-CLG484-1 which contains a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 Processor

System (PS), connected directly to programmable logic.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the high-level FONS system architecture. The Zedboard is con-

nected to a PC via an ethernet connection used for simulation con�guration and data.

A JTAG over USB connection is used to con�gure the FPGA. The Java jFONS software

is the entry point to the FONS system. 512MB DDR3 RAM is used to store simula-

tion neuron and synapse parameters and data, as well as temporary network simulation

results data. One of the ARM processors executes a process to supervise the active sim-

ulation executing in the Programmable Logic (PL) and sends results bu�ered in RAM

back to the jFONS software.

FONS uses the LEMS [19] high level neural modelling language as a simulation speci-

�cation. The LEMS language can �exibly describe time and event driven models with

very low entropy [19] making it suitable as a source language to convert to other soft-

ware models or to hardware descriptions. LEMS simulation �les contain neuron and

synapse models as well as network topology. LEMS also speci�es which results should

be recorded. This work uses the automated LEMS to VHDL conversion tool described

in Chapter 2.

The entry point to the FONS system is through the host jFONS java program which

accepts a LEMS �le containing a full simulation. jFONS controls the LEMS to VHDL to

FPGA conversion, hardware implementation and simulation execution. Figure 3.2 illus-

trates the jFONS process steps. The LEMS simulation �le is parsed into the constituent

neuron and synapse models and network topology. Each neuron model and its associated

synapses are converted to VHDL descriptions. These are combined into a single VHDL

project which is automatically synthesized using the Xilinx Vivado tool-chain. The net-

work topology is parsed and converted into a minimal simulation-ready format in JSON

notation.

jFONS then con�gures the Zynq Z7020 FPGA using a JTAG over USB connection. The

Zynq Processor System is con�gured with a second FONS program, named Processor

System FONS (PSFONS), which acts as a simulation monitor and sends results from

the SoC to the PC. To start the simulation jFONS sends a simulation con�guration to

the PSFONS program, including all neural and synaptic parameters and initial state as

well as network topology. These parameters and state are stored in RAM. The Pro-

grammable Logic containing the hardware neuron and synapse models is then started.

Simulation results are written to RAM by the FONS hardware and these results are
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Figure 3.1: High-level system architecture of the FONS platform.

returned asynchronously to the jFONS application by the PSFONS program as they

become available.

3.3 Hardware architecture

The Zynq 7020 SoC contains a Processor System (PS) and Programmable Logic (PL).

The PS is con�gured to connect to the Neural Module via an AXI bus to access a 4kb

control register and a 4kb monitoring register. Additionally, the PS is con�gured to

expose a single high throughput AXI slave interface. The Neural Module (NM) in the

PL uses this interface to directly read and write the external RAM without interacting

with the software executing in the PS.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the internal structure of the Neural Module (NM). The NM con-

tains two primary components, the Memory Controller (MC) and the Neural Executor

(NE). The MC is responsible for �lling four incoming First-In-First-Out (FIFO) bu�ers

with data from RAM. LEMS to VHDL converted models are placed inside the NE and

subsequently consume the simulation data supplied from the incoming FIFOs. The NE

then produces data on �ve outgoing FIFOs which the MC must write to RAM. The MC

uses a standard Xilinx interface, the AXI Master Burst IP interface, to read and write

to RAM. This interface supports burst reads and writes directly to RAM or to any other

component available on the AXI bus.

The FIFOs are included in the design to provide a bu�er between the burst transfers

between the RAM and the NE. Transfers to and from RAM can only access one type of

neuron or synapse parameter or state data at once as they are located in separate areas.
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Figure 3.2: High-level process diagram of the FONS platform simulation process.

The presented FONS architecture accommodates large neural networks by storing neuron

and synapse parameters and state in the external RAM. The RAM is split into seven

regions. The Neuron Parameters (NP) region contains neuron model parameters which

stay constant for the duration of the simulation. The Neuron State (NS) region contains

neuron values which change during the simulation such as a neuron membrane voltage.

The Synapse Parameters (SP) and Synapse State (SS) regions are similar to NP and

NS regions but contain values related to synapses. Finally, the Neuron State Recording

(NSR), Synapse State Recording (SSR) and Spike Result Recording (SRR) regions hold

results collected during the simulation. The NP, NS, SP and SS memory is read by the

MC and placed onto the relevant incoming FIFOs. NS, SS, NSR, SSR and SRR values

are taken from the relevant outgoing FIFOS and written to RAM by the MC.

The NE uses the neuron and synapse parameter and state identi�ers provided in the

NP, NS, SP and SS data to route state and parameters to the correct hardware neuron

and synapse models. Multiple neuron and synapse models may be placed into the NE

component. However only one can be executing at any given time.
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Figure 3.3: Neural Module Architecture illustrating two neuron models included with
3 synapses attached to each neuron model.

The NE takes parameters and state from the IN FIFOs (above NE in Figure 3.3) and

moves these to a set of registers, which hold the data constant during model exeution.

Once execution of a synapse or neuron time step completes, the resulting data is held

in another set of registers until it has been written to the OUT FIFOs (below NE in

Figure 3.3).
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3.4 C302 network simulation

The FONS simulator has been designed to simulate arbitrary neural networks speci�ed in

LEMS simulation �les. Some limitations still apply as the hardware cannot compute gap

junctions and morphological neuron models currently. Network size is limited only by

the space available in RAM to store synapse and neuron parameters and state. However,

the bigger the network the longer the simulation takes. The sample application selected

is the c302 neural network which is being developed to approximate the nervous system

of the C. elegans nematode by the open source and open science OpenWorm project [53].

This simulation has been chosen because of its medium number of 302 neurons and high

connectivity of approximately 3600 synapses. This c302 network uses 302 iafCell neuron

models and a number of pulseGenerators and expTwoSynapses as inputs to neurons. The

iafCell LEMS models are leaky integrate and �re models and expTwoSynapses models are

synapses with exponential conductance rise, exponential conductance decay and a rever-

sal voltage. The pulseGenerator models are basic current pulse stimulators which mimic

current clamps from biological neural experiments. Figure 3.4 shows that the hardware

and software simulation traces of membrane potential broadly agree. The di�erences

between the simulations is due to the inherent range limits on �xed point numbers in

hardware compared to �oating point numbers in software. This di�erence can accumulate

over time causing the software and hardware simulation to drift out of synchronisation.

However, the implications of this phenomenon on spike-based simulations are minimal

as described in section 2.4.1.

The c302 network model simulation has been run for 1 second of simulated time at

a timestep of 50us, making for 20,000 timesteps. In the jLEMS simulator, this takes

132 seconds while the FONS hardware platform requires 154.4 seconds. The jLEMS

simulation has been executed on a single core on an Intel Core i7-4720HQ processor at

2.6GHz.

The c302 network model requires a single multiplexed integrate and �re neuron model

with a single expTwoSynapse and a single pulseGenerator attached. The LEMS to VHDL

converted neuron model requires 7 clock cycles for an update. The Zynq 7020 PL is

clocked at 100MHz which is divided by 4 to create a clock for the neuron model held

inside the NE. This results in each synaptic and neural timestep taking 28 clock cycles

to execute. An additional 2 clock cycles are required to change the input and output

registers. This results in 3.3 million neuron and synapse updates per second. With 3600

synapses and 302 neurons this predicts a hardware speed of approximately 845 timesteps

per second. Additional time is required to read out neuron recordings. However, the

performance has been measured to show an average of 130 timesteps per second. To

evaluate the performance of individual system components in the FONS architecture,
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Figure 3.4: ADAL neuron membrane traces of simulation in FONS and reference
jLEMS simulator.

counters have been implemented to count the time that FIFOs are empty and the neu-

ron models are idle. These indicate that the model spends up to 50% of its time idle

when FIFOs are empty. Improved memory transfer and management may resolve this

bottleneck.

The hardware utilization for this design totals 22.9k (43%) Look Up Tables (LUTs) out

of 53.2k available on the Zynq Z7020 FPGA. Only 2.8k of the 22.9k LUTs are required by

the NE including the neuron and synapse models. Less than 11% of the DSP resources

are used by this design.

3.5 Conclusions

This chapter has detailed the FONS SoC hardware platform, developed to integrate

with the LEMS to FPGA automation tools, and execute fast neural network hardware

simulations on time-multiplexed neuron and synapse models. The FONS architecture

has been developed to provide a stream of neuron and synapse data as fast as possible

to the converted neuron models.

The hardware architecture described consists of Neural Module which provides data

from external memory to time multiplex a small number of contained neuron models.

This architecture has been chosen to fully exhaust the speed of hardware neuron models

through time multiplexing. If su�cient memory bandwidth is available then in future

additional Neural Modules may be implemented on the same FPGA to enable for faster
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execution with additional time-multiplexed neuron models. Using this time multiplexing

architecture memory bandwidth eventually becomes the bottleneck for performance.

The Zedboard is an a�ordable FPGA prototyping board priced at 319 USD [54]. The

performace of the FONS simulator compares favorably at this pricepoint compared to

a laptop or personal computer for the purpose of neural simulations. However, the

same FPGA and RAM combination has recently become available at a pricepoint of 65

USD [55] in the Pynq-Z1 FPGA prototyping board. This makes the FONS simulator

a cost e�ective alternative to software simulators running on commodity hardware for

general computational neuroscience.

While the current revision of the FONS architecture does not match the performance

of the reference computer simulation, there is signi�cant opportunity for improvement.

The c302 example shows that even the cost e�ective FPGAs in the Zynq 7000 series can

accommodate at least 2 parallel execution circuits. There is also scope for improvements

in memory transfer and management within the current FONS architecture which may

lead to a further 4 fold increase in speed.



Chapter 4

Si elegans simulation platform

using LEMS to VHDL models

4.1 Introduction

Caenorhabditis elegans, a soil-dwelling worm with a life span of a few days, 1mm long and

80um in diameter, is one of the best characterized and understood biological organisms.

The adult hermaphrodite is comprised of 959 cells, including 95 body wall muscle cells

and 302 neurons. Despite its simplicity, the nervous system of C. elegans does not only

sustain vital body function but also generates a rich variety of behavioural patterns in

response to internal and external stimuli [56].

The Si elegans project [57] provides an emulation system to explore the principles of

neural information processing of C. elegans. It does this by implementing completely

recon�gurable neuronal models on FPGA modules. 302 neuron modules, each composed

of an Altera Stratix V FPGA and a processor, each emulate a single neuron and its

synapses. A Finite Element Model (FEM) of the C. elegans worm is simulated in step

with the hardware neural network to achieve both neural and physical emulation of C.

elegans. This thesis has contributed an adapted version of the LEMS to VHDL conversion

for use in the Si elegans platform. The neuron models are developed using a web-

based GUI and transferred to a centralised server for automated conversion, veri�cation,

logic synthesis and generation of FPGA con�guration bit�les. This research has also

signi�cantly contributed to the speci�cation and veri�cation of a GUI for the graphical

development of neuron and synapse models. The GUI has been developed by the NUI

Galway team. This chapter describes the main elements of the Si elegans architecture

and the contributions of this research to the Si elegans project.

44
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4.2 Si elegans platform architecture

Figure 4.1 illustrates the high-level architecture of the Si elegans platform. Broadly, the

Si elegans platform can be broken down into the User Interface layer, the Lab Server

layer and the Interface Manager and Hardware layer. Each is described below.

User interface layer

The User Interface layer consists of browser-based GUIs hosted in the Amazon cloud.

The User Interface layer gives the user access to a powerful set of graphical tools for

the development of complex neural models and behavioural experiments that can be

simulated on the Si elegans platform.

The Neuron Model Creation UI (1.1) allows a user to create a new neuron model using

a GUI, the use of which does not require extensive engineering or computer science

knowledge. This user interface allows for graphical drag-and-drop creation of neuron

models using existing LEMS components and the creation of new LEMS components.

This research has signi�cantly contributed to the speci�cation and veri�cation of this

GUI. The Model Distribution and Network De�nition UI (1.2) enables the user to place

neuron models into the C. elegans connectome and specify which synapse type to use

for each synaptic connection in the C. elegans network. Customising the parameters

in each neuron in the C. elegans network is also possible using the GUI. The Virtual

Experiment Designer GUI (1.3) allows the user to de�ne a virtual worm experiment,

visible in a virtual arena. The Readback Variable Selection GUI (1.4) gives the user the

option of recording any variables inside the neuron models. Once an experiment has

been completed, results from neuron recordings may be viewed in the Readback Results

Review GUI (1.5). The movements of the virtual worm are also available in the Virtual

Arena Viewer (1.6).

Lab server layer

The Lab Server layer components are hosted on servers located in close proximity to

the Interface Manager and Hardware layer. Once a simulation has been con�gured in

the User Interface layer, it is booked to run at an available timeslot on the Si elegans

hardware infrastructure. The Neuron Model Management Service (2.4) downloads the

simulation neuron, synapse and network models in LEMS format and uses the LEMS

to VHDL conversion method to build VHDL models of the individual neuron models

with associated synapses. These VHDL models are synthezised for the Altera Stratix
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Figure 4.1: High-level system architecture of the Si elegans platform with details of
layer implementation. Image has been adapted from Si elegans Assembly Guide.

V FPGA architecture integrated with a Neural Controller hardware module, which pro-

vides the input and output FPGA interface in the Si elegans platform. Resulting FPGA

bit�les and metadata are saved and held for simulation. The Simulation Controller (2.1)

downloads the simulation experiment de�nition and associated bit�les and metadata.

The Simulation Controller con�gures the Physics Engine (2.2) with the experiment def-

inition and sends all bit�les and metadata to the Interface Manager (3.1). The Physics

Engine exchanges stimulus and muscle activation values with the Interface Manager at

each timestep in the simulation. Results from the Neuron FPGAs are sent to the Results

Upload Service (2.3) for storage.

Interface manager and HW infrastructure

Once a Si elegans experiment starts, the Interface Manager (3.1) con�gures the neu-

ron (3.2) and muscle (3.3) FPGAs (implemented by project partner Nottingham Trent

University (NTU)) with bit�les and metadata con�gurations. Each neuron and mus-

cle FPGA board also connects to a dedicated processor which handles communication

with the Interface Manager. This processor parses neuron and muscle con�guration �les

and applies the con�guration to the neuron or muscle model in FPGAs. Each neuron

FPGA implements a single GUI recon�gurable neuron model and each muscle FPGA
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implements 9 C. elegans muscle models. Each muscle FPGA receives spikes from neu-

ron FPGAs and integrates this information to form muscle activation values. Muscle

activations are transferred to the Physics Engine to cause worm movement.

Spike communication between FPGAs is handled by the Synaptic Communication (3.4)

system which can switch between ethernet and optical communication (implemented by

project partner Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IIT)).

4.3 Si elegans neural model de�nition user interface

The core function of the web-based user interface components is to provide users of the

Si elegans system with the facility to design and customise neuron models and also to

specify how these neuron models are placed within the network of a virtual C. elegans

during a simulation. When preparing a fully speci�ed model of the C. elegans network

on the Si elegans system, may consist of a number of activities, grouped into two sets:

• Neuron and synapse model de�nition: De�ning the neuron and Synapse models to

be used within the network.

• C. elegans network de�nition: Specifying which neuron model to use in each in-

dividual neuron of the C. elegans and specifying which synaptic model to use at

each synaptic connection within the C. elegans network.

Neuron and synapse model de�nition

The Neuron Model Creation UI (1.1) (Figure 4.2) allows the user to place model compo-

nents from a library of available components onto a model de�nition workspace. Neuron

and synapse models are formed by combining graphical building blocks including cell

bodies, ion channels and biophysical parameters. All building blocks exist as LEMS

ComponentTypes in the background. However, the user does not require any knowledge

of LEMS to operate this user interface. New building blocks may also be de�ned in the

Neuron Model Creation UI (1.1). Components may be dragged and placed and selected

for editing. All parameters inside selected components can be modi�ed to create di�erent

behaviours of the neuron models. The platform tools include a number of tutorials to

operate the di�erent interfaces [58].
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Figure 4.2: Neuron Model Creation UI displaying a Hodgkin Huxley neuron model.
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C. elegans network de�nition

The C. elegans network de�nition UI (1.2) (Figure 4.3) allows the user to select and place

neuron and synapse models from the library into the C. elegans connectome. A default

neuron and synapse model for the network applies. Individual or all neurons in the C.

elegans connectome may be con�gured with a custom neuron model. Synapses may also

be individually con�gured or alternatively synapses can be con�gured in bulk by their

reputed neurotransmitter. All neuron model parameters may also be customised.

4.4 Si elegans neuron model conversion and veri�cation

Once a user has �nished con�guring a network of neuron and synapse models in the

Si elegans connectome, the LEMS de�nitions are sent to the Neuron Model Manage-

ment Service (2.4 in Figure 4.1) for synthesis and veri�cation. Figure 4.4 illustrates the

conversion, synthesis and veri�cation process. This PhD. research project has speci�ed

and implemented all of these steps and has contributed core elements to the Si elegans

project. The LEMS to VHDL process described in Chapter 2 is applied to each of the

302 neuron models and the results VHDL and constraints �les are combined with the

Neuron Controller VHDL and synthesized in the Altera Quartus II environment. The

resulting bit�les are stored with their metadata ready for simulation.

The converted VHDL is also automatically simulated using a testbench generated by

the LEMS to VHDL conversion tool, to con�rm the correct operation of the exported

VHDL. A reference LEMS software simulation is automatically performed in the jLEMS

simulator [19] to generate �oating point accurate results for the neuron model. These

results are then checked against the VHDL simulation and a hardware simulation of the

neuron model using the same stimulus. A large selection of neuron models have been

implemented in Xilinx Virtex 6 FPGA hardware during the development of the Si elegans

project. Veri�cation of LEMS model simulation, VHDL simulation and FPGA hardware

simulation has provided good alignment of results as detailed in Chapter 2.

4.5 Si elegans hardware neural network

The Hardware Neural Network (HNN) consists of 302 neuron FPGAs each coupled with

a processor to con�gure the FPGA and read out results. Each neuron FPGA contains a

Neuron Controller and a Neuron Model connected via the Neuron Model Interface Bus

(NMIB).
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Figure 4.3: C. elegans network de�nition displaying the ADAL neuron selected and
customised with a Hodgkin Huxley model.
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Figure 4.4: Neuron model conversion and veri�cation process diagram.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the NMIB used to connect LEMS to VHDL generated neuron

models to the Si elegans Neuron Controller. The interface consists of a control bus

containing all of the parameters which the neuron model requires, and the initial state

variables for the neuron model. A readback bus contains all of the current neuron model

state variables so that the controller may read them out at any time. Before a simulation

is started the Neuron Controller con�gures the control bus and asserts the RestoreState

signal for one clock cycle. The RunStep signal is asserted by the Neuron Controller to

run one timestep on the Neuron Model. RunStep is only de-asserted once the Neuron

Model asserts the Busy signal. The Neuron Model de-asserts the Busy signal once the

neuron computations are �nished and the results are available on the Readback bus. If a

spike has occurred, the SendSpike signal is asserted before the Busy signal is de-asserted

and held until the next time-step computation.
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Figure 4.5: Neuron Model Interface Bus (NMIB) used to connect any LEMS to VHDL
generated neuron model to the Si elegans Neuron Controller.

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter describes the contributions of this thesis to the Si elegans project which

provides an emulation system to explore the principles of neural information processing

of C. elegans. This thesis has contributed an adapted version of the LEMS to VHDL

conversion to the Si elegans platform. This work has also signi�cantly contributed to

the speci�cation and veri�cation of a GUI for the creation of neuron and synapse models

from a library of building blocks speci�ed in LEMS.
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Chapter 5

Background of ultra-wideband radar

simulation in dielectric materials

5.1 Introduction

The goal of this work is to advance the development of a Bladder Volume Monitor

(BVM), based on Ultra-wideband (UWB) radar. Incontinence a�ects over 200 million

people over the age of 60 worldwide [1]. Up to 50% of homebound and nursing home

residents are incontinent, with an estimated societal cost of 12.6 billion dollars in the

US annually [2]. Such a wearable bladder monitor could allow users to manage their

incontinence independently, improving their quality of life. This chapter describes the

background of electrical simulation of human tissues which is used in this thesis.

Ultra-wideband (UWB) microwave imaging is a new and emerging medical imaging

modality, with potential in a number of applications in human body imaging. UWB

radar operates over a wide range of frequencies which makes it more suitable for imaging

biological tissues than traditional narrowband radar. This is due to the trade-o� between

the penetration depth of a radio wave and the spatial resolution associated with the fre-

quency of the radio wave. Low frequency radio waves can penetrate biological tissues

much better than high frequency radio waves. However, low frequency radio waves have

a much lower spatial resolution due to their higher wavelength.

UWB imaging operates by utilising a transmitter which emits a UWB pulse into the

tissue to be imaged as shown in Figure 5.1. The radio waves propagate through the

tissues with an attenuation and a velocity which is a�ected by the frequency of the wave

and the dielectric properties of the tissue. When a radio wave meets an interface between

two tissues with di�erent dielectric properties, a part of the wave is re�ected back from
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Figure 5.1: Signal Transmitter (TX) and Receiver (RX) placed in front of a simpli�ed
model of the human pelvis and bladder. A UWB pulse is transmitted into the tissue

to be imaged and the re�ections are recorded and converted into digital samples.

the interface. UWB imaging relies on the re�ected and transmitted waves being measured

at one or more receivers. The shape of the waves received and the timing of these waves

relative to the transmitted pulse provide information related to the tissues being imaged.

The dielectric properties of body tissues vary widely with the frequency of radar wave

passing through the tissue. The di�erences in water content of biological tissues presents

dielectric property contrast at microwave frequencies. Higher water content leads to

higher signal attenuation at high frequencies and therefore the accumulation of urine in

the bladder leads to high signal losses.

One of the earliest applications of UWB medical imaging has been heart monitoring [3],

whereby the heart beat is detected by repeatedly transmitting a radio signal into the

chest and recording and processing the re�ected signals. The average signal amplitude

of a large number of re�ected signals received produces a tone which mirrors the motion

of the heart.

A more recent application of UWB radar is the detection and imaging of cancerous

tissue [4] using the dielectric contrast between non-cancerous tissues and benign and

malignant cancer cells. UWBmedical imaging is a promising alternative to X-ray imaging

because UWB radio waves are non-ionising and hence harmless to the human body at

the signal levels used for imaging [5].

5.2 Simulating UWB radar waves

Studies using UWB radar on humans require ethical approval and meticulous planning.

The internal structure of humans can only be partially determined through current medi-

cal imaging methods such as X-ray, CT or MRI scans. Factors for consideration are that
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measurements from real human subjects can contain di�erent amounts of background

noise and the precise internal structure of the subject is not known. This work therefore

aims to develop methods to accurately simulate UWB radar application and processing

on the human pelvis. The method adopted to electromagnetically simulate radar waves

travelling through human tissues is the Finite Di�erence Time Domain (FDTD) method

which relies on Maxwell's equations.

Maxwell's equations

Maxwell's equations are partial di�erential equations which describe classical electro-

magnetism and form the basis of electromagnetism. The di�erential form of Maxwell's

equations is given in equations 5.1 to 5.4.

∇ ·D = ρ (5.1)

∇ ·B = 0 (5.2)

∇×E = −∂B
∂t

(5.3)

∇×H = J +
∂D

∂t
(5.4)

Maxwell's equations relate static electric and magnetic �elds to their electric charge and

current sources respectively [6]. Gauss's law (Eqn. 5.1) relates electric charge to electric

�ux. Gauss's law for magnetism (Eqn. 5.2) states that the divergence of a magnetic

�eld is zero. Maxwell�Faraday equation (Eqn. 5.3) extends Faraday's law of induction,

which states that a time-varying magnetic �eld is accompanied by a spatially-varying

electric �eld. The Maxwell�Ampere equation (Eqn. 5.4) is a modi�ed form of Ampere's

circuital law and relates a time-varying electric �eld and the total free current to a

spatially-varying magnetic �eld.

Finite Di�erence Time Domain

In 1966, Kane S. Yee [7] demonstrated a numerical method to �nd the solutions to

Maxwell's equations in three dimensions. Yee derived a set of �nite di�erence equations to

solve Maxwell's equations using central di�erence approximations for the time and space

derivatives of the electric and magnetic �elds. Equations 5.3 and 5.4 can be rewritten as

equations 5.5 - 5.7 and equations 5.8 - 5.10 respectively, in a three dimensional Cartesian

co-ordinate system.
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− dβx
dt

=
dEz
dy
− dEy

dz
(5.5)

− dβy
dt

=
dEx
dz
− dEz

dx
(5.6)

dβz
dt

=
dEx
dy
− dEy

dx
(5.7)

dDx

dt
=
dHz

dy
− dHy

dz
− Jx (5.8)

dDy

dt
=
dHx

dz
− dHz

dx
− Jy (5.9)

dDz

dt
=
dHy

dx
− dHx

dy
− Jz (5.10)

Conveniently, Yee uses a central di�erence approximation for the spatial derivatives

of the electric and magnetic �elds to create a set of �nite di�erence equations which

calculate the next timestep electric and magnetic �eld values. Yee selects co-ordinates

to measure the electric and magnetic �elds that allow for central approximations of the

spatial derivatives of the electric and magnetic �eld respectively, at the points where

the magnetic and electric �eld are de�ned. This results in spatial locations for magnetic

and electric �eld measurements known as the Yee Grid (Figure 5.2). The time points at

which the electric and magnetic �elds are calculated are one half of a time step apart

so that the electric and magnetic �elds are alternatingly calculated. This is known as a

leap frog integration scheme. This integration scheme is termed the FDTD method and

is commonly used to simulate the propagation of radio waves through di�erent media.

Applications of FDTD include treatment planning for Hyperthermia [8] and Speci�c

Absorption Rate [9] calculations.

Yee assumes that the electric permittivity ε and the magnetic permeability µ are functions

of location only (Eqn. 5.11 and Eqn. 5.12).

B = µH (5.11)

D = εE (5.12)

For human tissue simulations, it can be assumed that the material is always non-magnetic

such that µ is always equal to µ0, the permeability of free space [6]. It is necessary to

include the frequency dependent complex permittivity of the tissues. Equations 5.4 and

5.12 can be rewritten as equation 5.13 in the frequency domain given that ε = ε0ε̂r(ω).
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Figure 5.2: Yee Grid showing location of FDTD calculated electric and magnetic �eld
strengths and directions.

ε̂r(ω) is the frequency dependent complex permittivity which de�nes the permittivity

and conductivity of the material [6], and ε0ε̂r(ω) accounts for any free currents in the

material.

∇×H(ω) = jωε0ε̂r(ω)E(ω) (5.13)

5.3 Dispersive dielectric models of biological tissues

In human and animal body tissues there are di�erent amounts of water, dispersed in

the intra-cellular and extra-cellular environment. This leads to widely varying dielectric

properties of human tissues. These di�erences result in electromagnetic radiation be-

having in widely di�erent ways in di�erent body tissue regions. Some tissues with high

water content attenuate high frequency waves very quickly while tissues with low water

content permit waves to penetrate much deeper. Additionally, di�erent frequency waves

attenuate at di�erent rates in the same tissue and also travel at di�erent speeds in the

same tissue. The human body contains a very heterogeneous mix of tissues. A single

horizontal slice of the human pelvis (Figure 5.3) contains 7 tissue types. Muscle has a

very high water content while fat has a lower water content. This observation highlights

the importance of a database of tissue responses to di�erent frequency waves.

Gabriel et al. [10] have performed measurements of tissue dielectrics at di�erent fre-

quencies and �t parametric Cole-Cole models [11] to these measurements. This data

is available in a database from [10]. The complex permittivity of a material ε̂ con-

sists of the relative permittivity ε
′
and conductivity σ, both of which vary signi�cantly
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Figure 5.3: Cross section of a male pelvis showing 7 segmented tissue types.

with frequency. Cole-Cole models describe conductivity and permittivity of materials

as a function of frequency. Cole-Cole models cannot be easily expressed in the time

domain [12] and thus cannot be easily integrated into FDTD simulations. Instead, De-

bye [6] models are often implemented as frequency dependent FDTD simulations. The

n-pole Debye model is de�ned as:

ε̂r = ε∞ +
n∑

i=1

∆εi
(1 + (jωτi))

+
σs
jωε0

(5.14)

where ε∞ is the permittivity at very high frequencies, σs is the static ionic conductivity

and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. ∆εi is the change in permittivity and τi is the

time-constant of the ith dispersion.

5.4 Debye model dispersive dielectric materials

A single or multipole Debye model may be incorporated into equation 5.13 as follows:

∇×H(ω) = σsE(ω) + jωε0ε∞E(ω) + jωε0

n∑

i=1

∆εi
(1 + (jωτi))

)E(ω) (5.15)

This equation must be converted to the time domain in order to be used in an FDTD

simulation (Eqn. 5.16) [6].

∇×H(t) = σsE(t) + ε0ε∞
∂E(t)

∂t
+

n∑

i=1

Jp,i(t) (5.16)
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The Jp,i(t) term must also be de�ned in the time domain. Various methods have been

proposed to integrate multi-pole Debye models into FDTD simulations. These methods

can be broadly grouped into Recursive Convolution (RC) methods, Auxillary Di�erential

Equation (ADE) methods and Z-transform methods. These methods di�er solely in their

treatment of the Jp,i(t) term.

Recently, a set of state of the art RC, ADE and Z-transform methods have been analysed

in terms of their stability, accuracy and computational complexity [13]. These include:

• Kelley-Luebbers Piecewise Linear Recursive Convolution (KL-PLRC) method [14];

• Laplace Transform Piecewise Constant Recursive Convolution (LT-PCRC) method [13,

15];

• Laplace Transform Piecewise Linear Recursive Convolution (LT-PLRC) [13];

• Auxiliary Di�erential Equation methods (ADE-1) [16] and (ADE-2) [17];

• A convolution-less method based on the analogy of a resistive-capacitive circuit

termed the CIRC method [13].

Feliziani et al. [13] have shown that the ADE-2 and LT-PCRC are the most compu-

tationally e�cient FDTD methods. Feliziani has also detailed multiple constraints on

the relationship between the simulation time-step ∆t and the lowest Debye pole time-

constant τ0 used in the simulation for the ADE-2 method. The ratio τ0
∆t must be greater

than 0.5 for ADE-2 to be stable, and τ0
∆t must be greater than 5 for ADE-2 to be as

accurate as the other FDTD methods for 1D problems.

The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) [6] stability condition is an additional constraint

which limits the value of the time-step in the FDTD method:

k =
u∆t

∆x
<= 1 (5.17)

where ∆x is the space interval, and ∆t is the time-step and u is the speed of light. The

CFL constraint limits the maximum allowed value of the time-step, depending on the

desired spatial resolution of the FDTD simulation. The limitation on the value of ∆t

further limits the value of the smallest Debye pole time-constant τ0.
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5.5 Conclusions

The work of this thesis advances the development of a wearable Bladder Volume Monitor

(BVM) based on Ultra-WideBand (UWB) Radar, through the development of anatom-

ically and dielectrically accurate computational models of the human bladder. Suitable

Debye models are required to simulate the tissue dielectrics of the human bladder and

pelvis accurately. Overall, a usable Debye model for a biological tissue should be:

• Stable and accurate, with an FDTD time-step de�ned by the Courant-Friedrichs-

Lewy (CFL) condition;

• Computationally e�cient;

• Accurate in terms of modelling the frequency dependent nature of tissue.

The Debye model should have as many poles as is required to be accurate, while also

having as few poles as possible for improved computational e�ciency. Additionally, the

minimum Debye pole time-constant should be as large as possible to allow for the FDTD

time-step to also be as large as possible, shortening the FDTD computation time.

Chapter 6 describes a novel method to develop such Debye models to model arbitrary

tissue dielectric properties. This model is applied to all relevant tissues in the human

pelvis and is furthermore used to provide a database of Debye tissue dielectric models for

a large selection of human tissues. Chapter 7 combines the tissue dielectric models with

anatomically accurate models of the human pelvis to acquire simulated bladder volume

measurements. These measurements are used to draw conclusions about the prospects

of UWB-based bladder volume sensing.



Chapter 6

De�ning accurate Debye dielectric

models using a Genetic Algorithm

6.1 Introduction

The development of anatomically and dielectrically representative tissue models is key to

the accurate simulation of an electromagnetic model of the human pelvis. An accurate

electromagnetic model of the pelvis is essential to obtain simulated UWB radar measure-

ments of the bladder. Important components of such a model are accurate and e�cient

Debye models which allow for the incorporation of the frequency dependent properties of

biological tissues. The establishment of multi-pole Debye models is often a compromise

between accuracy and computational cost. Furthermore, some FDTD schemes impose

constraints on the minimum Debye pole time-constant.

This thesis describes an optimised Genetic Algorithm (GA) which has been developed to

establish Debye coe�cients with minimal yet su�cient Debye poles for several di�erent

biological tissues. These Debye coe�cients are �tted to existing Cole-Cole models of the

appropriate tissues and their accuracy is compared to previously �tted Debye models.

The accuracy of this GA is shown to outperform an alternative state of the art GA

signi�cantly across all examined tissues. This work has been used to �nd Debye models

for a large number of tissues and resulting models are available at [18]. This work is

further described in a published paper in Appendix A.2 [19].
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6.2 Genetic Algorithm to develop Debye tissue models

GAs are a search heuristic, commonly used to �nd parameters in a large solution space [20].

GAs �rst evaluate each set of parameters using a user speci�ed �tness function and then

apply selection, crossover and mutation operations on the individual sets of parameters in

a population. The evaluation and evolution sequence continues until a suitable solution

is attained. In this work a GA is used to �nd multi-pole Debye model parameters to �t

the Cole-Cole models developed by Gabriel et al. for muscle, fat and cortical bone [21].

The parameters to be evolved by the GA include log10(ε∞), log10(σs), and for each

Debye pole log10(∆εi) and log10(τi). These parameters have also been previously used

by Clegg and Robinson [22] when developing a GA to �t Debye models. Using the

logarithm reduces the otherwise huge search space, as each parameter can vary by many

magnitudes between di�erent tissues. The population is made up of 1,000 individuals as

per the GA developed by Clegg and Robinson.

A two-stage GA using two distinct cost functions has been developed. First a logarithmic

cost function (Eqn. 6.1) is used until the GA fails to decrease the cost function output

by more than 0.1% in the previous 100 generations. Then, a second linear cost function

is used to further minimize the error (Eqn. 6.2).

CGA =

f=10×233∑

f=10×20

(Log10(cr(f))− Log10(dr(f)))2 + (Log10(ci(f))− Log10(di(f)))2 (6.1)

where di(f) and dr(f) are the imaginary and real parts of the Debye model at frequency

f , and ci(f) and cr(f) are the imaginary and real parts of the Cole-Cole model at

frequency f .

CGA =

f=10×233∑

f=10×20

|cr(f)− dr(f)

cr(f)
|+ |ci(f)− di(f)

ci(f)
| (6.2)

The accuracy of this two-stage GA is compared to a one-stage GA as used by Clegg

and Robinson [22]. To allow for a fair comparison, both GAs are executed for 4,000

generations after the logarithmic cost function fails to decrease the error by the above

criteria. Across all tissues and number of poles, the number of generations required to

reach this point varies between 300 and 15,000. The parameters used for both the one-

stage and two-stage GA are given in Table 6.1. The selection scheme used by the GA is

Stochastic Uniform which is a roulette selection scheme.
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Table 6.1: Table of GA parameters.

Parameter Value
Population size 1000
Crossover rate 0.9
Mutation rate 0.1
Elite individuals 50

The cost function is evaluated at 34 frequency points spaced logarithmically between

f = 10×20 and f = 10×233. Since the employed GA uses a random starting population

and random mutation at each generation, it does not always �nd the same minimal cost

value. Therefore, each GA run is repeated 10 times and the lowest �nal cost function is

chosen as the best model.

The two-stage GA has been used to �nd the optimal multi-pole Debye model with the

minimum allowed Debye pole time-constant constrained. The upper limit of the param-

eter log10(τi) is held at -1 while the lower limit is varied from -12.5 to -10.5 in steps of

0.1.

6.3 Evaluation of Debye model accuracy

The two-stage GA has been used to �t multi-pole Debye models to the Cole-Cole models

of muscle, fat and cortical bone, as established by Gabriel et al. [21]. All results have

been directly compared to the one-stage GA [22]. Evolved Debye models have been

compared to the Cole-Cole models using the average fractional error as shown in Eqn. 5

in Appendix A.2 [19]. The resulting best �t Debye model parameters using 12 poles for

muscle, fat and cortical bone tissues are presented in Table 1 in Appendix A.2 [19].

Figure 6.1 illustrates that adding a fractional cost function after the logarithmic function

reduces the �nal fractional error in almost all cases. This results in a more accurate Debye

model compared to models developed using the GA proposed by Clegg and Robinson.

Furthermore, Figure 6.1 shows that, across all tissues, the error decreases monotonically

as the number of poles increases to 12. A decrease in the error can be seen as the

number of poles increases to 18 for muscle and cortical bone. This is in contrast to

previous studies which suggest that using more than 10 Debye poles does not result in a

decreased error [22]. This discrepancy could be attributed to the larger number of GA

generations used in this study compared to previous investigations. To further illustrate

this point, the error function in Figure 6.2 continues to decrease after more than 2,000

generations when using 11 poles.
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Figure 6.1: Average fractional error of one-stage and two-stage multi-pole Debye
models for (a) muscle, (b) fat and (c) cortical bone. [Figure 1 in Appendix A.2 [19]]

The two-stage GA has been executed using di�erent values for the minimum Debye pole

time-constant, in order to �nd the maximum possible lower limit of the time-constant

that provides an accurate Debye model over the frequency-range of 10 Hz to 100 GHz.

Appendix A.2 [19] Fig. 2 shows that the muscle and cortical bone tissue dielectrics are

modelled most e�ciently with a minimum time-constant of -11.3, while fat requires a

minimum time-constant of approximately -11.5 in logarithmic terms. This corresponds

to an upper limit on the FDTD time-step used for ADE-2 methods to approximately

1ps and 0.6ps respectively. If the lower limit on the Debye pole time-constant is not

constrained, this results in a much lower permitted FDTD time-step and therefore a

much longer computation time for the ADE-2 FDTD method. This con�rms the bene�t

of the additional constraint imposed on the two-stage GA presented.
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Figure 6.2: Two-stage GA cost function over the evolution of an 11 pole Debye model
for muscle dielectric properties. [Figure 2 in Appendix A.2 [19]]

6.4 Conclusions

In this work an improved two-stage GA has been developed to �nd the most accurate

multi-pole Debye models for muscle, fat and cortical bone tissue dielectrics. This algo-

rithm can also be applied to other tissues required in FDTD simulations of the human

pelvis. Such models are useful to researchers working in the �elds of Speci�c Absorption

Rate (SAR) testing of electronic devices and also to researchers in the �eld of UWB Mi-

crowave Imaging, Tomography and Hyperthermia treatment, all of which require tissue

dielectric models in the Debye format. It has been shown that adding an extra GA con-

straint on the lower limit of the Debye pole time-constant results in more computationally

e�cient Debye models for ADE-2 FDTD simulations.

It can be argued that the improved accuracy gained by using the method presented in

this thesis could be more than counteracted by the inaccuracy of measured data and

by dispersion and dissipation errors introduced by the discretization of time and space

in FDTD schemes. However, this method o�ers greater bene�ts where more accurate

dielectric datasets exist, such as those established by Lazebnik et al. [23] and by Halter

et al. [24]. The two-stage GA described in this thesis has been used to �nd Debye models

for a large number of tissues and resulting models are available at [18].



Chapter 7

Modelling the human pelvis and

bladder in three dimensional FDTD

7.1 Introduction

People su�ering from urinary incontinence could greatly bene�t from a safe and small

wearable system that continually monitors the bladder volume, providing continuous

feedback to the patient. While existing ultrasound-based solutions are highly accurate,

they are severely limited by form-factor, battery size, cost and ease of use.

In this study an alternative bladder-state sensing system based on Ultra Wideband

(UWB) Radar is proposed. As part of an initial proof-of-concept, two dielectrically and

anatomically-representative Finite Di�erence Time Domain models of the pelvis have

been developed. These models (one male and one female) are derived from Magnetic

Resonance images provided by the IT'IS Foundation [25]. These IT'IS models provide

the foundation upon which an anatomically-plausible bladder growth model has been

constructed. Two-dimensional Finite Di�erence Time Domain (FDTD) simulations have

been completed for a range of bladder volumes. Relevant features are extracted from the

FDTD-derived signals using Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and then classi�ed

using a k-Nearest-Neighbour and Support Vector Machine algorithms (incorporating the

Leave-one-out cross-validation approach). Additionally, the e�ects of signal �delity, noise

and antenna movement relative to the target have been investigated as potential sources

of error. The results of this initial study provides strong motivation for further research

into this application, particularly in the context of an ageing population. This work is

further described in the publication in Appendix A.3 [26].
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Existing technologies to monitor the state of the bladder include commercially avail-

able ultrasound-based devices which are highly accurate but are relatively large, require

training to use and are expensive for individual users. While e�orts have been made to

miniaturise these devices [27, 28], issues related to size, power consumption and cost re-

main. Given the limitations with existing ultra-sound systems, an opportunity exists for

an alternative bladder-state sensing system, based on Ultra Wideband (UWB) Radar.

A previous model exploring the propagation of UWB radiation through the pelvis de-

veloped by Li et al. [29] uses a simpli�ed strati�ed multilayer model of human abdomen

containing layers of skin, fat, muscle and urine. O'Halloran et al. [30] employ a physical

phantom of a three layer bladder to investigate the possibility of classifying bladder state

using recorded UWB pulses. 2D models of the pelvis are used in this work, derived from

two IT'IS Virtual Population [31] full body human models, to model the propagation of

a UWB pulse through the pelvis and bladder.

7.2 Anatomically and dielectrically accurate FDTD models

of the pelvis

The models used are those of a 34 year old male and a 26 year old female, originally

segmented from Magnetic Resonance images and reconstructed as 3D unstructured tri-

angulated surfaces [31]. In this study both models have been converted to voxel repre-

sentations with a spatial resolution of 1mm. Figure 7.1 shows a subset of tissues in the

models of the pelvis. The bladder is segmented in the original IT'IS models. In this

thesis, the segmented bladder has been replaced by a dynamic bladder model.

While the IT'IS Virtual Population [31] models distinguish 80 tissue types, the pelvic

sections contain considerably fewer tissues. All tissue types have been assigned a set of

4 pole Cole-Cole [11] coe�cients in the IT'IS database for electromagnetic parameters of

biological tissues [25]. The 4 pole Cole-Cole coe�cients model the dielectric properties

of a tissue, i.e. the complex permittivity. This complex permittivity, ε̂, consists of

the relative permittivity ε
′
and conductivity σ, both of which vary signi�cantly with

frequency. The �tting procedure previously described in Chapter 6 has been applied to

�t Debye models of tissue dielectrics over the frequency range of 1Hz-20GHz. Table 1 in

Appendix A.3 [26] lists the four pole Debye coe�cients for each tissue and corresponding

average fractional error, as de�ned by Equation 2 in Appendix A.3 [26].

The auxillary di�erential equation (ADE) FDTD method described by Sullivan [6] has

been used in this study. Additional stability criteria are introduced by the ADE method

in the form of a restriction on the time-step ∆t <= t0/10 where t0 is the smallest Debye
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A: Male pelvis model

B: Female pelvis model

Figure 7.1: Pelvis models showing a subset of tissues in each model; (a) 34 year old
male pelvis model and (b) 26 year old female model.

[Figure 1 Appendix A.3 [26]]

model time-constant which can be used in the simulation. The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy

(CFL) [6] stability condition sets the time-step at ∆t = ∆x
2C = 1.66e-12. For stability, t0

should be greater than 1.66e-11. This is an additional constraint which has been used

by the GA to �nd the most suitable Debye model parameters. The FDTD domain is
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terminated by a Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) [6].

7.3 Dynamic bladder modelling

In order to model the bladder growth simply and accurately, a linear growth model

of an ellipsoidal bladder has been developed. When a bladder is voided, there is a

relatively low volume of �uid left in the bladder. This makes the shape of an empty

bladder di�cult to predict. However, non-empty bladders usually take the form of an

ellipsoid. Hirahara et al. [32] use four-dimensional ultrasonography to record the volume

and diameters of healthy bladders of 15 men during voiding. All measurements taken are

of bladders with volumes of urine over 15mL. In this study, one of these time series sets

of measurements [32] has been used to determine the relationship of the relative growth

of sagittal, coronal and axial diameters. The linear least squares method has been used

to estimate the relationship of the sagittal to axial and, separately, the relationship of

the coronal to the axial diameter, as the bladder expanded. The estimates are based on

7 sets of 3 simultaneous radius measurements ranging from 15mL to 183mL, all from one

subject in the study by Hirahara et al. [32]. The resulting linear relationships and the

corresponding mean squared errors of the regression are shown in Equation 3 in Appendix

A.3 [26]. Figure 7.2 shows the predicted bladder shapes and sizes of four sample volumes.

In this study the bladder volume and corresponding shape has been modi�ed in steps

of 10mL from 40mL to 230mL in the female case and from 40mL to 300mL in the male

case. These values have been chosen to ensure that the biggest arti�cial bladder �tted

into the voxel pelvis models while not encroaching signi�cantly into existing tissues.

7.4 Classi�cation of radar signals

The section of pelvis to be simulated is isolated in both models. Soft point source anten-

nas are implemented to radiate a di�erentiated Gaussian pulse with a centre frequency

of 6GHz and a 3db bandwidth from 3.7GHz to 8.3GHz. In order to test the in�uence

of antenna placement on the classi�er accuracy, a series of 2D simulations has been

completed, in 10 di�erent 2D slices each 10 mm apart in the craniocaudal axis. Ten

antennas are placed in each slice. Each antenna is one centimetre from the next (Fig-

ure 7.3). All antennas touch the skin and are surrounded by a material matching the

dielectric properties of skin (Figure 7.3).

For each antenna in each array at the various craniocaudal heights, monostatic signals

have been recorded. The FDTD sampling frequency is approximately 600GHz and prior
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Figure 7.2: Ellipsoidal bladder models for volumes of 20mL, 80mL, 140mL and 200mL
respectively. [Figure 2 in Appendix A.3 [26]]

Figure 7.3: Antennas placed in a cross section of a male pelvis.

to classi�cation this is downsampled to 50GHz. Next, PCA is applied to these signals to

extract the most distinguishing features. Signals measured from bladders with volumes

40mL to 130mL are labelled �small�, 130ml to 200mL are labelled �medium� and 210mL

to 300mL are labelled �large� in the male model. The PCA reduced data is used to

classify the state of the bladder using a k-Nearest-Neighbour (kNN) classi�er with k=3

and a linear multiclass Support Vector Machine (SVM). A leave-one-out cross-validation

approach is used to evaluate both classi�ers.
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Table 7.1: Misclassi�cation analysis of best antenna in each male and female pelvis
with kNN and SVM classi�ers. [Table 2 Appendix A.3 [26]]

Male Bladder Female Bladder

kNN
Size Small Medium Large Small Medium Large

Misclassi�ed 0% 3.7% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Misclassi�ed as Small

SVM
Size Small Medium Large Small Medium Large

Misclassi�ed 7.41% 0% 0% 15% 0% 0%
Misclassi�ed as Medium Medium

7.5 Results

The number of principal components used as inputs into the classi�er has been estab-

lished empirically, by comparing the average accuracy of all individual classi�ers at all

antennas while varying the number of principal components. The results of this em-

pirical study are shown in Figure 7.4. Eleven principal components have been chosen

as inputs to the kNN and SVM classi�ers, representing the optimum trade-o� between

average classi�er accuracy and computational complexity (Figure 7.4). In the female

model the central antennas in slices 4 and 2 give the highest classi�cation scores of all

central antennas for kNN and SVM classi�ers respectively. The central antennas in slices

1 and 2 give the highest classi�cation scores for kNN and SVM classi�ers respectively

in the male model, providing some indication of the best antenna location for bladder

monitoring applications. Misclassi�cation analysis has been performed for both kNN and

SVM classi�ers for male and female bladder classi�cation using the antenna locations.

Table 7.1 illustrates that all misclassi�cations are in adjacent classes.

In order to test the e�ect of antenna movement on classi�cation accuracy, measurements

from antennas surrounding an optimally positioned antenna have been classi�ed with an

already trained classi�er. The central antenna at slice 4 in the female model and slice

1 in the male are used to train a kNN classi�er. A kNN classi�er has been chosen as it

outperforms the linear SVM classi�er (Figure 7.4). The training dataset is reduced using

PCA and the weights from the principal components are used to project signals from

other antennas onto the same PCA basis as the training dataset. This process mimics

what would occur if a PCA trained at a particular location is used to reduce signals

from other antenna positions (or signals recorded at di�erent locations due to patient

movement). The kNN classi�er accuracy when classifying all observations for adjacent

antennas is presented in Table 7.2. These results illustrate that the classi�er performance

is heavily impacted by antenna-movement. Moving only 1cm can decrease classi�cation

accuracy to just 30%.
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Figure 7.4: Average accuracy of kNN and SVM classi�ers used to classify the male
and female bladder volume. The classi�cation performance varies with the number of
principal components used. The average accuracy of all classi�ers is highlighted for
11 principal components. Classi�cation is tested using leave-one-out cross-validation.

[Figure 3 in Appendix A.3 [26]]

Table 7.2: kNN Classi�er performance when applied to observations from nearby
antennas, axial movement is along horizontal table axis and antennas are spaced at

10mm intervals. [Table 3 Appendix A.3 [26]]

Male Bladder Female Bladder
Antenna Position -1cm 0 +1cm -1cm 0 +1cm

+1cm 63% 33% 33% 30% 30% 30%
0 37% 100% 33% 45% 100% 30%

-1cm 30% 35% 30%

Gaussian white noise has been added to the down-sampled signals prior to PCA with

varying signal to noise ratios (SNR). The PCA reduced signals is then classi�ed using the

kNN classi�er and leave-one-out cross-validation. This analysis provides some insights

into what levels of noise could potentially be tolerated by the system. Table 7.3 shows

di�erent noise levels and corresponding classi�er accuracy. All SNR levels are quoted in

dB and are calculated from the average signal and noise energy. This work concludes

that a SNR of 100dB in the male model and 80dB in the female model is required to

retain the full classi�er performance. This implies that the information required by the

classi�er lies in or below -100dB to -80dB region relative to the signal. However, this is

likely to be only related to the anterior bladder wall. This result echoes the estimate by

Li et al. [29] which calculates the anterior bladder wall re�ection to have an amplitude of
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Table 7.3: Impact of white Gaussian noise on classi�er accuracy.
[Table 4 Appendix A.3 [26]]

Male Bladder Female Bladder
SNR Classi�er accuracy Classi�er accuracy
10dB 30.7% 36%
20dB 30.4% 31%
30dB 28.9% 31%
40dB 29.6% 45%
50dB 28.2% 57%
60dB 41.1% 78.5%
70dB 56.3% 92%
80dB 84.1% 100%
90dB 92.6% 100%
100dB 96.7% 100%

between -60dB and -100dB for frequencies between 2GHz and 7GHz. However, it should

be noted that 2D FDTD simulations give lower attenuation than the more accurate 3D

FDTD simulations and therefore a larger dynamic range may be required in a realistic

system.

The classi�ers show that up to 100% classi�cation is possible with a single antenna

in the correct location. This agrees with the previous investigation by O'Halloran et

al. [30]. Additionally, the study shows that the principal component weights and the

kNN classi�er for one antenna location do not generalise well to other antenna locations,

showing the classi�er to be highly specialised. This suggests that the performance of the

classi�er would be very vulnerable to patient movement.

7.6 Conclusions and impact

The goal of Part II of the thesis is to advance the development of a Bladder Volume

Monitor (BVM), based on Ultra-wideband (UWB) Radar. The thesis has described ad-

vances in the electrical simulation of the human pelvis for the purpose of bladder volume

classi�cation. A novel GA to determine tissue dielectric models, has been developed and

evaluated. This algorithm is useful to �nd not only Debye dielectric models of pelvis

tissues but of any body tissues for the purpose of FDTD simulation. The impact of this

development is to contribute to the �elds of Speci�c Absorption Rate (SAR) testing,

UWB Microwave Imaging, UWB Computer Tomography and Hyperthermia treatment

planning which all require tissue dielectric models in the Debye format. A database of

Debye models developed using the described algorithm has been made available at [18].
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This algorithm has been used to �nd dielectric models for all pelvic tissues. Using

these dielectric models two dielectrically and anatomically-representative Finite Di�er-

ence Time Domain models of the pelvis have been developed. These models are derived

from Magnetic Resonance images provided by the IT'IS Foundation. These IT'IS models

provide the foundation upon which an anatomically-plausible bladder growth model has

been constructed. The bladder growth has been modelled on 4D ultrasound data from

real voiding events. The pelvis models have been simulated dielectrically to acquire UWB

radar measurements of a number of di�erent bladder sizes and from numerous antenna

recording positions. This method enables the classi�cation of the bladder volume using

di�erent algorithms. The KNN and SVM algorithms have been used to classify the data.

The classi�ers show that up to 100% classi�cation is possible with a single antenna in

the correct location. This thesis concludes that a SNR of 100dB in the male model and

80dB in the female model is required to retain the full classi�er performance. This work

concludes that with su�ciently high quality UWB measurement devices and minimal

device movement classi�cation of bladder volume using UWB radar is possible.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Part I Neural Network SoC Simulation

8.1.1 Conclusions

Part I of this thesis centres around the automatic implementation of neuron and synapse

models in FPGA hardware to accelerate simulations. This thesis has presented auto-

mated conversion of neuron models from high level LEMS descriptions to synthesizable

VHDL descriptions and the automated implementation of these models in System on

Chip hardware. These contributions advance the prospect of using FPGAs for the sim-

ulation of generic neural networks in computational neuroscience. Sample applications

have been presented but further work is required to make the tools as easy as possible

to use.

8.1.2 Future Work

Future work is required to improve the speed of the FONS hardware platform. Additional

investigation of memory interface bottlenecks is required to bring the general purpose

FONS platform to a stage where it signi�cantly outperforms software-based desktop

simulation of neural networks. FONS currently supports spike-based neuron communi-

cation only. This could be extended to allow for gap-junction and graded synapses to

interconnect di�erent neurons.

The FONS architecture currently uses a single Neural Module to do all of its computation,

however, with larger FPGAs it is possible to implement many Neural Modules in parallel

in one FPGA to further accelerate simulations. This may bring synchronisation issues

which must be investigated.
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The FONS tools currently require a certain amount of software pro�ciency to use. A

much easier to use graphical user interface installed via a package manager or a single

download could help with adoption of these tools. Such a user interface could rely on

the use of the Si elegans developed graphical user interfaces for neuron model and neural

network de�nition.

Finally, the FONS platform could also bene�t from the implementation of e�cient

pipelining for multiple neuron models which would further increase the throughput of

individual converted neuron models.

8.2 Part II Bladder Volume Monitor

8.2.1 Conclusions

The goal of Part II of the thesis is to advance the development of a Bladder Volume

Monitor (BVM), based on Ultra-wideband (UWB) Radar. The thesis has contributed

an algorithm for the �tting of multi-pole Debye models to measured dielectric data. The

thesis has also described advances in the electrical simulation of the human pelvis for

the purpose of bladder volume classi�cation. This work concludes that with su�ciently

high quality UWB measurement devices and minimal device movement classi�cation of

bladder volume using UWB radar is possible.

8.2.2 Future Work

The next steps to develop a wearable UWB-based bladder volume monitor would be

to acquire real measurements from human subjects using pre-approved standard UWB

measuring apparatus. While such devices may not be wearable, the signals acquired

from these devices would enable the validation of the �ndings using simulated data in

this thesis. Such an experiment would require accurate placement of the antennas at

varying timepoints to acquire signals pertaining to di�erent bladder volumes, ideally

with subjects of varying physique and of both genders. Additional measurements using

3D Ultrasonography should be taken with each UWB measurement to have a de�ned

reference of bladder shape, volume and position. After this step the development of

prototype device could be considered.

Finally, while UWB is a promising technology to detect bladder volume Electric Impedance

Tomography (EIT) has also been suggested as an alternative technology to detect bladder

volume. Early laboratory systems showed inconsistent measurements [1] but recently [2]
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in in-vivo testing a near perfect correlation between EIT measurements and measured

bladder volume has been achieved. EIT systems require a high number of antennas

located around the patient's waist. However, they may be as inconspicuous and unob-

trusive as a UWB bladder volume measurement system.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ACCURATE MULTI-POLE DEBYE
FUNCTIONS FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC TISSUE MOD-
ELLING USING A GENETIC ALGORITHM

Finn Krewer, Fearghal Morgan, and Martin O’Halloran*

College of Engineering and Informatics, National University of Ireland
Galway, University Road, Galway, Ireland

Abstract—The development of anatomically and dielectrically
representative tissue models is key to the design and refinement of
electromagnetic based diagnostic and therapeutic technologies. An
important component of any such model are accurate and efficient
Debye models which allow for the incorporation of the frequency
dependent properties of biological tissues. The establishment of
multi-pole Debye models is often a compromise between accuracy
and computational cost. Furthermore, some finite difference time
domain schemes impose constraints on the minimum Debye pole time-
constant. In this study, the authors have developed an optimised
genetic algorithm to establish Debye coefficients with minimal yet
sufficient Debye poles for several different biological tissues. These
Debye coefficients are fitted to existing Cole-Cole models and their
accuracy is compared to previously fitted Debye models.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electromagnetic modelling of biological tissues must incorporate the
frequency dependent nature of the dielectric properties. These
properties consist of the permittivity and conductivity. Extensive
studies have been completed to determine these properties for a variety
of tissues across a wide frequency-range [1].

The Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method is a
powerful electromagnetic simulation tool to model the propagation
of electromagnetic signals. Frequency Dependent FDTD (FD2TD)
methods have also been developed [2–5] to allow for the inclusion of
frequency dependent dielectric properties using Cole-Cole, Lorentz or
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Debye models. The Debye model in particular can be easily expressed
both in the frequency and time domain [2], and is the most widely used
of the parametric dielectric models.

A comparison between various FD2TD schemes [2] has shown that
the choice of parameters in a multi-pole Debye model can impact the
simulation in numerous ways:

• Choosing a Debye pole time-constant too low can make Auxiliary
Differential Equation (ADE-2) [5] simulations unstable;

• Choosing a Debye pole time-constant too low will give inaccurate
simulation results using the ADE-2 and Laplace Transform
Piecewise Constant Recursive Convolution (LT-PCRC) [2, 6]
methods;

• Increasing the number of Debye poles will increase the
computation time required for all FD2TD schemes.

However, accurately fitting Debye coefficients to a set of dielectric
measurements across a very large frequency-range is problematic.
Various fitting methods have been investigated previously including:

• Genetic algorithms (GA) [7];

• Particle-swarm least squares optimization [8];

• Iterative elimination and back-substitution [9];

• Weighted least squares fitting method [10];

• Debye properties estimation using a filter design process [11].

While previous studies investigated the trade-off between the
accuracy of Debye models and the number of poles employed, the
compromise between the accuracy of Debye models and the minimum
Debye pole time-constant has not been investigated. Despite the
fact that a limitation on time-constants can be easily implemented
in most fitting methods, it is important to examine the effect of
such a limitation on the resulting model accuracy. This becomes
particularly critical when using FDTD schemes which place strict
limits on the allowed Debye pole time-constants such as the Auxiliary
Differential Equation method 2 (ADE-2) [5]. The ADE-2 method
requires time-constants above a certain threshold in order to be stable
and accurate for any given simulation time-step [2]. When designing
such simulations this limitation must be taken into account during
the Debye model fitting process. Therefore, in this paper the authors
present an improved GA to find minimal yet highly accurate sets of
Debye poles for muscle, fat and cortical bone across a broad frequency-
range (10Hz to 100GHz). Significantly, the presented algorithm is
the first to apply a limitation on Debye pole time-constants for more
efficient ADE-2 FD2TD simulations. Additionally this algorithm is
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the first to apply a two-stage GA to the problem of fitting Debye
models. The resulting Debye models are shown to be more accurate
than previously reported results.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2
introduces the multi-pole Debye model and describes some potential
problems when incorporating these models into FD2TD schemes;
Section 3 proposes an improved GA to find models with minimal Debye
poles; Section 4 presents the performance of the resulting Debye models
and illustrates the relationship between minimum Debye pole time-
constants and dielectric model accuracy; finally Section 5 discusses the
outcomes of this study.

2. MULTI-POLE DEBYE MODELS FOR FDTD
SIMULATIONS

The complex permittivity of a material ε̂ consists of the relative
permittivity ε′ and conductivity σ, which both vary significantly with
frequency. Measurements of tissue dielectrics at different frequencies
were made by Gabriel et al. [1] and parametric Cole-Cole models [12]
were fitted to these measurements. However, since Cole-Cole models
cannot be easily expressed in the time domain [8], Debye models are
often used instead in FD2TD simulations.

The multi-pole Debye model is defined as:

ε̂ = ε∞ +
n∑

i=1

∆εi
(1 + (jωτi))

+
σs
jωε0

(1)

where ε∞ is the permittivity at very high frequencies, σs is the static
ionic conductivity and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. ∆εi is the
change in permittivity and τi is the time-constant of the ith dispersion.

Various methods have been proposed to integrate multi-pole
Debye models into FDTD simulations. Recently a subset of the newest
methods have been analysed in terms of their stability, accuracy and
computational complexity [2]. These include:

• Kelley-Luebbers Piecewise Linear Recursive Convolution (KL-
PLRC) method [3];

• Laplace Transform Piecewise Constant Recursive Convolution
(LT-PCRC) method [2, 6];

• Laplace Transform Piecewise Linear Recursive Convolution (LT-
PLRC) [2];

• Auxiliary Differential Equation methods (ADE-1) [4] and (ADE-
2) [5];
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• A convolution-less method based on the analogy of a resistive-
capacitive circuit termed the CIRC method [2].

Importantly, Feliziani et al. [2] also showed that the ADE-2 and
LT-PCRC are the most computationally efficient FDTD methods.
Feliziani also detailed multiple constraints on the relationship between
the simulation time-step ∆t and the lowest Debye pole time-constant
τ0 used in the simulation for the ADE-2 method. The ratio τ0

∆t must
be greater than 0.5 for ADE-2 to be stable, and τ0

∆t must be greater

than 5 for ADE-2 to be as accurate as the other FD2TD methods for
1D problems.

The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability condition is an
additional constraint which limits the value of the time-step in the
FDTD method:

k =
u∆t

∆x
<= 1 (2)

where ∆x is the space interval and ∆t is the time-step and u is the
speed of light. This limits the value of the time-step depending on
the desired spatial resolution of the FDTD simulation. The limitation
on the value of ∆t further limits the value of the smallest Debye pole
time-constant τ0.

Overall, a usable Debye model must have the following properties:

• Stable and accurate with an FDTD time-step defined by the
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition;

• Computationally efficient;

• Accurate in terms of modelling the frequency dependent nature of
the tissue.

The Debye model should have as many poles as is required to be
accurate, while also having as few poles as possible for improved
computationally efficiency. Additionally, the minimum Debye pole
time-constant should be as large as possible to allow for the FDTD
time-step to also be as large as possible, shortening the FDTD
computation time.

Therefore, the novel GA presented in this study aims to use the
minimum number of Debye poles required and the maximum possible
minimum pole time-constant to find highly accurate multi-pole Debye
models for fat, muscle and cortical bone tissue.

3. IMPROVED TWO STAGE GENETIC ALGORITHM
FOR DEBYE POLE FITTING

Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are a search heuristic which are commonly
used to search for parameters in a large solution space [13]. GAs first
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evaluate each set of parameters using a user specified cost function
and then apply selection, crossover and mutation operations on the
individual sets of parameters in a population. In this study a GA
is used to select the best multi-pole Debye model parameters to fit
the Cole-Cole models developed by Gabriel et al. for muscle, fat and
cortical bone [14].

The parameters to be evolved by the GA include log10(ε∞),
log10(σs), and for each Debye pole log10(∆εi) and log10(τi), as
previously used by Clegg and Robinson [7]. Using the logarithm
of the parameters reduces the otherwise huge search space, as each
parameter can vary by many magnitudes between different tissues. The
population is made up of 1,000 individuals as per the GA developed
by Clegg and Robinson.

Significantly, the authors have developed a two-stage GA using
two distinct cost functions. First a logarithmic cost function 3 is used
until the GA fails to decrease the cost function output by more than
0.1% in the previous 100 generations.

CGA=

f=10×233∑

f=10×20

(log10(cr(f))−log10(dr(f)))
2+(log10(ci(f))− log10(di(f)))

2 (3)

where di(f) and dr(f) are the imaginary and real parts of the Debye
model at frequency f , and ci(f) and cr(f) are the imaginary and real
parts of the Cole-Cole model at frequency f . The logarithm is taken of
each imaginary and real point corresponding to the conductivity and
permittivity respectively at each frequency. This sets both values on
a similar magnitude scale, resulting in a cost function that reflects the
accuracy of current Debye model equally in terms of both permittivity
and conductivity. Note: the cost function presented in Eq. (3) uses
34 logarithmically spaced points, used here to allow for a direct
comparison to the GA previously developed by Clegg and Robinson
which used the same logarithmic cost function [7].

Once the error fails to further decrease (as defined previously),
a linear cost function is used as described in Eq. (4). This approach
is based on the assumption that the permittivity and conductivity
are now in the correct range, such that a linear function may further
decrease the error on both the conductivity and permittivity equally.
This linear cost function cannot be used as the initial cost function
as the permittivity is often magnitudes higher than the conductivity
over the first 10 decades, which would result in the GA fitting the
permittivity while neglecting to equally fit the conductivity.

CGA =

f=10×233∑

f=10×20

∣∣∣∣
cr(f)− dr(f)

cr(f)

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣
ci(f)− di(f)

ci(f)

∣∣∣∣ (4)
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This two-stage GA is compared to a one-stage GA as used by
Clegg and Robinson [7]. To allow for a fair comparison, both GAs are
run for 4,000 generations after the logarithmic cost function fails to
decrease the error by the above criteria. Across all tissues and number
of poles, the number of generations required to reach this point varied
between 300 and 15,000.

The cost function is evaluated at 34 frequency points over the full
range of the Cole-Cole models [14]. Since the employed GA uses a
random starting population and random mutation at each generation,
the GA does not always the same minimal cost value. Therefore each
GA run is repeated 10 times and the lowest final cost function is chosen
as the best model.

The GA was used to find the optimal multi-pole Debye model
with the minimum allowed Debye pole time-constant constrained. The
upper limit of the parameter log10(τi) was kept constant at −1 while
the lower limit was varied from −12.5 to −10.5 in steps of 0.1. The
resulting improved Debye models and their accuracies are reported in
the next section.

4. PERFORMANCE METRICS AND RESULTS

The two-stage GA was used to fit multi-pole Debye models to the
Cole-Cole models of muscle, fat and cortical bone, as established by
Gabriel et al. [14]. All results were directly compared to the one-stage
GA [7]. Evolved Debye models were compared to the Cole-Cole models
using the average fractional error calculated as follows:

Erroravg =

f=10×233∑

f=10×20

∣∣∣ cr(f)−dr(f)
cr(f)

∣∣∣+
∣∣∣ ci(f)−di(f)

ci(f)

∣∣∣
68

(5)

Figure 1 very clearly illustrates that adding a fractional cost
function after the logarithmic function reduces the final fractional error
in almost all cases. This results in a more accurate Debye model
compared to models developed using the GA proposed by Clegg and
Robinson.

Furthermore, Figure 1 shows that, across all tissues, the error
decreased monotonically as the number of poles increased to 12. Also,
a decrease in the error could be seen as the number of poles increased to
18 for muscle and cortical bone. This is in contrast to previous studies
which suggested that using more than 10 Debye poles did not result in a
decreased error [7]. This discrepancy could be attributed to the larger
number of GA generations used in this study compared to previous
investigations. To further illustrate this point, the error function in
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1. Average fractional error of one-stage and two-stage multi-
pole Debye models for (a) muscle, (b) fat, and (c) cortical bone.

Figure 2 continues to decrease after more than 2,000 generations when
using 11 poles.

Direct comparisons of the proposed GA to alternative fitting
algorithms are difficult, as the accuracy of one method can be specific
to the problem under consideration, including the tissue type and the
frequency range being approximated. A comparison of the proposed
GA to the GA by Robinson and Clegg was completed and results
demonstrated that the error can be decreased by using the proposed
GA even over a large number of generations. Another highly accurate
method is the PSO-LS method developed by Kelley et al. [8] which
yielded errors of only a few percent using 5 Debye poles over a smaller
frequency range of 10MHz to 100GHz (4 decades). One advantage of
the GA approach over the PSO-LS method is that it optimizes both the
real and imaginary parts of the Debye model while the PSO-LS method
only optimizes the real part which results in slightly higher errors in
the imaginary part. Other methods include the weighted least squares
fitting method [10] which achieved RMS errors of 1.9% for Fat, 3%
for Bone and 2.8% for Muscle with 3 pole models over the frequency
ranges of 100 kHz to 10GHz (5 decades). The weighted least squares
fitting method requires a manual starting point for the optimization
procedure, which is not required for the proposed GA solution.

Finally, the two-stage GA was also run using different values
for the minimum Debye pole time-constant, in order to find the
maximum possible lower limit of the time-constant that resulted in an
accurate Debye model over the frequency-range of 10Hz to 100GHz.
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Figure 3 shows that the muscle and cortical bone tissue dielectrics
are modelled most efficiently with a minimum time-constant of −11.3,
while fat requires a minimum time-constant of approximately −11.5 in
logarithmic terms. This corresponds to an upper limit on the FDTD
time-step used for ADE-2 methods to approximately 1 ps and 0.6 ps
respectively. If the lower limit on the Debye pole time-constant was
not constrained, this would result in a much lower permitted FDTD
time-step, and therefore a much longer computation time for ADE-
2. Therefore, the benefit of the additional constraint imposed on the

Table 1. Table of parameters of 12 pole Debye models for muscle, fat
and cortical bone.

Muscle Fat Bone

ε∞ 5.9218 2.6182 2.8841

σs 0.20001 0.010029 0.02

∆ε1 26157 9770400 268.31

τ1 0.000027651 0.0078503 0.00001194

∆ε2 41.595 0.61324 17.853

τ2 4.8239E-09 7.76E-10 1.1764E-08

∆ε3 5632.6 64750 97650

τ3 4.6119E-06 0.0015704 0.015439

∆ε4 5405.3 615.18 3.6385

τ4 4.7578E-07 0.000015513 5.0785E-12

∆ε5 2015.8 1.6207 2645.3

τ5 1.6424E-07 4.32E-12 0.00025856

∆ε6 219.56 43.651 1.4712

τ6 3.0945E-08 9.19E-07 1.6751E-10

∆ε7 853670 7897.8 1675.1

τ7 0.00030525 0.000078725 0.000067761

∆ε8 25159000 10.179 65.363

τ8 0.0022595 1.10E-07 1.6122E-06

∆ε9 132130 1.1901 75.92

τ9 0.00010931 2.10E-11 4.847E-08

∆ε10 6.5738 147.12 80.664

τ10 4.7144E-10 0.000004131 1.6365E-07

∆ε11 33.186 13.055 5.2283

τ11 5.4054E-12 1.28E-08 2.1138E-11

∆ε12 15.141 30416 4.0471

τ12 1.7889E-11 0.00019463 1.8641E-09
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Figure 2. Two-stage GA cost function over the evolution of an 11 pole
Debye model for muscle dielectric properties.

Figure 3. Two-stage GA average fractional error for 12 pole Debye
models. The minimum time-constant τi was varied in each evolution
run. All evolutions were repeated 10 times and the best is shown.

two-stage GA presented in this paper is quite clear.
The resulting best fit Debye model parameters using 12 poles for

muscle, fat and cortical bone tissues are presented in Table 1.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The authors have developed an improved two-stage GA to find multi-
pole Debye models for tissue dielectrics. This algorithm was used to
find the most accurate multi-pole Debye models for muscle, fat and
cortical bone tissue dielectrics.

Furthermore, the authors have shown that adding an extra GA
constraint on the lower limit on the Debye pole time-constant can result
in more computationally efficient Debye models for ADE-2 FDTD
simulations.

Counter-intuitively, in a previous study by Clegg and Robinson,
their GA failed to produce an improvement in accuracy with an
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increasing number of Debye poles. However, in this study, the two-
stage GA did in fact provide an improvement in accuracy with an
increased number of poles, as would be expected.

The proposed method has the advantage that it can also be applied
to the fitting of Cole-Cole models to measured data and also to fit
Lorentz models to Cole-Cole models or to measured data. The GA cost
functions do not depend on the model used, only on the approximation
the model produces.

Finally, it could be argued that the improved accuracy gained by
using the presented method could be more than counteracted by the
inaccuracy of measured data and by dispersion and dissipation errors
introduced by the discretization of time and space in FDTD schemes.
However, this method will offer greater benefits where more accurate
dielectric datasets exist, such as those established by Lazebnik et
al. [15] and by Halter et al. [16]. Future work will focus on applying
this method to such datasets and also on quantifying the errors caused
by dispersion and dissipation errors.
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Development of A Wearable Microwave Bladder Monitor for
the Management and Treatment of Urinary Incontinence
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ABSTRACT

Urinary incontinence is defined as the inability to stop the flow of urine from the bladder. In the US alone,
the annual societal cost of incontinence-related care is estimated at 12.6 billion dollars. Clinicians agree that
those suffering from urinary incontinence would greatly benefit from a wearable system that could continually
monitor the bladder, providing continuous feedback to the patient. While existing ultrasound-based solutions
are highly accurate, they are severely limited by form-factor, battery size, cost and ease of use. In this study the
authors propose an alternative bladder-state sensing system, based on Ultra Wideband (UWB) Radar. As part
of an initial proof-of-concept, the authors developed one of the first dielectrically and anatomically-representative
Finite Difference Time Domain models of the pelvis. These models (one male and one female) are derived from
Magnetic Resonance images provided by the IT’IS Foundation. These IT’IS models provide the foundation
upon which an anatomically-plausible bladder growth model was constructed. The authors employed accurate
multi-pole Debye models to simulate the dielectric properties of each of the pelvic tissues. Two-dimensional
Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations were completed for a range of bladder volumes. Relevant
features were extracted from the FDTD-derived signals using Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and then
classified using a k-Nearest-Neighbour and Support Vector Machine algorithms (incorporating the Leave-one-out
cross-validation approach). Additionally the authors investigated the effects of signal fidelity, noise and antenna
movement relative to the target as potential sources of error. The results of this initial study provide strong
motivation for further research into this timely application, particularly in the context of an ageing population.

Keywords: Medical application of Radar, Ultra Wideband Radar, bladder sensing

1. INTRODUCTION

Urinary incontinence and urinary retention are the primary bladder control problems affecting the aged. Urinary
incontinence affects up to 35% of people over the age of 60, amounting to over 200 million people worldwide [1].
Urinary retention affects almost 10% of all men over the age of 70 and 33% of all men over the age of 80 at least
once over a one-year period [2]. Fundamentally, urinary incontinence is the inability to stop the flow of urine from
the bladder while urinary retention is the inability to urinate. Both conditions may be caused by physiological
problems such as an obstruction in the urinary tract in the case of incontinence, or by nerve problems that
interfere with signals between the brain and the bladder in the case of retention. The management of both
conditions would benefit greatly from a device which could constantly and unobtrusively monitor the state of
the bladder.

Existing technologies to monitor the state of the bladder include commercially available ultrasound-based
devices which are highly accurate but are relatively large, require training to use, and are prohibitively expensive
for individual end-users. While efforts have been made to miniaturise these devices [3, 4], issues related to size,
power consumption and cost remain. Given these limitations with existing ultra-sound systems, an opportunity
exists for an alternative bladder-state sensing system, based on Ultra Wideband (UWB) Radar.

UWB Radar has recently risen to prominence as an imaging modality for the detection of breast cancer [5].
Several microwave breast imaging systems based on the dielectric contrast between tumour and non-tumour
tissues have been proposed and developed [6]. UWB Radar imaging uses the back-scattered electromagnetic
energy from microwave scatterers within the breast to create an image. Any difference between the dielectric
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properties of adjacent tissues can cause an electromagnetic signal to be reflected. Significantly, urine has a high
dielectric contrast relative to the surrounding tissue, making the bladder potentially suitable for monitoring via
UWB Radar.

Previously, the authors showed the possibility of the detection of bladder-state using UWB Radar [7]. That
study involved three-layer dielectrically representative bladder phantoms, mimicking a range of bladder sizes
and muscle tissue thicknesses. Separately, measuring water accumulation in the bladder using UWB Radar
was investigated by Pancera et al. [8] and Li et al. [9]. However, these results were based on relatively coarse
anatomical models of the bladder and pelvis. In this study the authors use two dimensional anatomically
accurate Frequency-Dependant Finite Difference Time Domain (FD2TD) models of a male and female pelvis.
These models incorporate varying bladder sizes to generate more representative signals that could be acquired
from a real human pelvis. The use of these signals to classify the state of the bladder is also examined in this
paper.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 details the electromagnetic models of the male
and female pelvis and how these models were developed. Section 2.1 describes the accurate multipole Debye
coefficients used to model the frequency-dependant properties of human tissues; Section 2.2 details how the
bladder shape was modelled to mimic a real bladder and Section 2.3 discusses the placement and simulation of
antennas. Section 3 describes the classification methods employed to predict the bladder size while Section 5
discusses the results of the simulations and classifications in light of other studies. The paper finishes with
Section 6 where conclusions are drawn and plans for future work are discussed.

2. ANATOMICALLY AND DIELECTRICALLY ACCURATE FDTD MODELS OF
THE PELVIS

A previous model exploring the propagation of UWB radiation through the pelvis developed by Li et al. [9] used
a simplified stratified multilayer model of human abdomen containing layers of skin, fat, muscle and urine. A
study by O’Halloran et al. [7] employed a physical phantom of a three layer bladder to investigate the possibility
of classifying bladder state using recorded UWB pulses. In this paper, the authors used 2D models of the pelvis
derived from two IT’IS Virtual Population [10] full body human models, to model the propagation of a UWB
pulse through the pelvis and bladder. The models used are those of a 34 year old male and a 26 year old
female, which were originally segmented from Magnetic Resonance images and reconstructed as 3D unstructured
triangulated surfaces. In this study both models were converted to voxel representations with a spatial resolution
of 1mm.

Figure 1 shows a subset of tissues in the models of the pelvis. The bladder was segmented in the original
models, but it has been replaced in this study by a dynamic bladder model whose shape can be changed to
correspond to various bladder volumes, which is further detailed in Section 2.2.

2.1 Modelling the Dielectric Properties of Pelvic Tissue

While the Virtual Population [10] models distinguish 80 tissue types, the pelvic sections contained considerably
fewer tissues. All tissue types have been assigned a set of 4 pole Cole-Cole [11] coefficients in the IT’IS Database
for electromagnetic parameters of biological tissues [12]. The 4 pole Cole-Cole coefficients model the dielectric
properties of a tissue (i.e. the complex permittivity). This complex permittivity, ε̂, consists of the relative
permittivity ε

′
and conductivity σ, which both vary significantly with frequency. While Cole-Cole models can

very accurately describe tissue dielectrics, they cannot be easily expressed in the time domain [14] and therefore
are difficult to implement in time-domain numerical methods such as the FDTD method. Debye models of tissue
dielectrics are often used instead, with multi-pole Debye models being defined as:

ε̂ = ε∞ +
n∑

i=1

∆εi
(1 + (jωτi))

+
σs
jωε0

(1)

where ε∞ is the permittivity at very high frequencies, σs is the static ionic conductivity and ε0 is the permittivity
of free space. ∆εi is the change in permittivity and τi is the time-constant of the ith dispersion.
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Figure 1. Pelvis models showing a subset of tissues actually in each model; (a) 34 year old male pelvis model and (b) 26
year old female model.

The Debye model parameters used in this study were estimated based on the existing Cole-Cole models,
using a genetic algorithm (GA)-based fitting algorithm, as previously described by Krewer et al. [15]. The fitting
procedure was applied over the frequency range of 1Hz-20GHz. Table 1 lists the four pole Debye coefficients for
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each tissue and corresponding average fractional error, as defined by Equation 2.

Erroravg =
n∑

j=1

| cr(f(j))−dr(f(j))
cr(f(j)) |+ | ci(f(j))−di(f(j))

ci(f(j)) |
2n

(2)

where f(j) for i = 1, ..., n is a set of n logarithmically-spaced frequency values from 1Hz-20GHz, cr(f(j)) and
ci(f(j)) are the real and imaginary values of the Cole-Cole model and dr(f(j)) and di(f(j)) are the real and
imaginary values of the Debye model at a frequency f(j).

Various FD2TD schemes exist to simulate materials with dielectrics described by multi-pole Debye mod-
els. The auxillary differential equation (ADE) method described by Sullivan [16] has been used in this study.
Additional stability criteria are introduced by the ADE method in the form of a restriction on the time-step
∆t <= t0/10 where t0 is the smallest Debye model time-constant which can used in the simulation. The Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability condition sets the time-step at ∆t = ∆x

2C = 1.66e-12, which means for stability
t0 should be greater than 1.66e-11. This is an additional constraint which has been used by the GA to find the
most suitable Debye model parameters. The FDTD domain is terminated by a Perfectly Matched Layer (PML).

2.2 Dynamic Bladder Modelling

In order to model the bladder growth simply and accurately a linear growth model of an ellipsoidal bladder was
developed. When a bladder is voided, there should be no fluid left in the bladder. This makes the shape of
an empty bladder very difficult to predict. However, non-empty bladders usually take the form of an ellipsoid.
Hirahara et al. [17] used four-dimensional ultrasonography to record the volume and diameters of healthy bladders
of 15 men during voiding. All measurements taken were of bladders with volumes of urine over 15mL. One of
these time series sets of measurements was used to determine the relationship of the relative growth of sagittal,
coronal and axial diameters. The linear least squares method was used to estimate the relationship of the
sagittal to axial, and separately the relationship of the coronal to the axial diameter as the bladder expanded.
The estimates were based on 7 sets of 3 simultaneous radius measurements ranging from 15mL to 183mL, all
from one subject [17]. The resulting simple linear relationships and the corresponding mean squared errors of
the regression are shown below:

r̂s = 18.36 + 0.6929 ∗ ra
r̂c = 0.8824 ∗ ra

(3)

MSEs =

7∑

j=1

(r̂s − rs)2

5
= 2.1531mm2

MSEc =
7∑

j=1

(r̂c − rc)2

5
= 1.0704mm2

(4)

where r̂s and r̂c are the predicted sagittal and coronal radii respectively, rs and rc are the measured sagittal
and coronal radii respectively, and ra is the axial radius. MSEs and MSEc are the mean squared errors of the
regression. Figure 2 shows the predicted bladder shapes and sizes of four sample volumes. In this study the
bladder volume and corresponding shape was modified in steps of 10mL from 40mL to 230mL in the female case
and from 40mL to 300mL in the male case. These values were chosen to ensure that the biggest artificial bladder
fitted into the voxel pelvis models while not encroaching significantly into existing tissues.

2.3 Antenna Placement and Simulation

The section of pelvis to be simulated was isolated in both models and soft point source antennas were implemented
to radiate a differentiated Gaussian pulse with a centre frequency of 6GHz and a 3db bandwidth from 3.7GHz
to 8.3GHz. In order to test the influence of antenna placement on the classifier accuracy, a series of 10 2D
simulations were completed, at various different heights in the craniocaudal axis.
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Table 1. Table of parameters of 4 pole Debye models for simulated tissues.
Tissue IT’IS ID ε∞ σs ∆ε1 τ1 ∆ε2
Artery Blood

Blood Vessel Blood

Vein Blood 24.136 0.7 4421.7 1.6011E-7 37.785

Bladder Bladder 7.9167 0.20012 60611 0.000053835 550.77

Bone Bone Cortical

Vertebrae Bone Cortical 5.7924 0.020001 3461.2 0.000065638 166.91

Cartilage Cartilage 10 0.15013 39642000 0.015489 47625

CSF CSF 29.19 2 28.968 1.661E-9 36.28

Fat Fat (Average Infiltrated)

SAT Fat (Average Infiltrated) 6.06 0.035071 5.5441 1.7542E-11 40.13

Large Intestine Large Intestine

Vagina Large Intestine 22.624 0.010022 36.493 1.6696E-11 3485.3

Large Intestine Lumen Muscle

Small Intestine Lumen Muscle

Muscle Muscle 24.865 0.20005 32.874 1.6696E-11 8586.8

Marrow Red Marrow Red 4.9826 0.10009 89.374 1.4372E-8 1529700

Nerve Nerve 15.311 0.0060153 19.175 2.0006E-11 39965000

Penis Aorta Wall

Ureter/Urethra Aorta Wall 17.224 0.25001 10075000 0.0014551 8671

Prostate Testis

Testis Testis 25.309 0.40009 61191 0.000057476 39740000

Skin Skin (Dry) 18.818 0.00020001 72.239 1.6375E-9 243.59

Small Intestine Small Intestine 22.51 0.50027 10614 0.0000001 322700

Tendon/Ligament Tendon/Ligament

Connective Tissue Tendon/Ligament 11.864 0.25001 72.694 5.4682E-9 20053000

Ovary Thyroid Gland 24.864 0.5001 39740000 0.015606 2584

Uterus Uterus 24.643 0.20003 38.685 1.6696E-11 35262000

Tissue IT’IS ID τ2 ∆ε3 τ3 ∆ε4 τ4 Erroravg

Artery Blood

Blood Vessel Blood

Vein Blood 1.6696E-11 44.746 2.5718E-9 730.53 3.4904E-8 1.2096%

Bladder Bladder 8.673E-8 11.807 1.6696E-11 9839700 0.015066 9.4367%

Bone Bone Cortical

Vertebrae Bone Cortical 4.566E-8 7.6435 2.6811E-11 98826 0.014659 9.237%

Cartilage Cartilage 0.00012202 2359.8 8.4357E-8 33.649 1.8031E-11 8.7223%

CSF CSF 1.6696E-11 3.2037 1.6696E-11 11.358 1.4059E-9 0.66585%

Fat Fat (Average Infiltrated)

SAT Fat (Average Infiltrated) 1.468E-8 28775 0.00010419 9654400 0.014765 6.4619%

Large Intestine Large Intestine

Vagina Large Intestine 2.0085E-007 40088000 0.0015471 275.39 7.2666E-9 6.7947%

Large Intestine Lumen Muscle

Small Intestine Lumen Muscle

Muscle Muscle 3.0335E-007 399010 0.000093021 25757000 0.0021057 8.8668%

Marrow Red Marrow Red 0.008735 6457.7 0.00006092 6.6245 2.3064E-11 8.8978%

Nerve Nerve 0.0158 54561 7.4236E-6 1078.4 0.000000053 11.71%

Penis Aorta Wall

Ureter/Urethra Aorta Wall 6.4931E-6 28.207 1.6696E-11 81.892 3.8414E-9 7.3613%

Prostate Testis

Testis Testis 0.015606 38.064 1.6696E-11 5081.7 1.0525E-7 7.4247%

Skin Skin (Dry) 1.8447E-007 778.75 2.3652E-8 22.209 1.6696E-11 2.7747%

Small Intestine Small Intestine 0.000059459 39299000 0.014978 38.788 1.695E-11 10.709%

Tendon/Ligament Tendon/Ligament

Connective Tissue Tendon/Ligament 0.0012958 487.24 7.9093E-7 34.625 1.6696E-11 3.7744%

Ovary Thyroid Gland 0.000000108 61189 0.000057465 37.507 1.6696E-11 6.9931%

Uterus Uterus 0.0010141 23210 0.000006349 1159.1 2.9943E-8 6.1394%

3. CLASSIFICATION OF BLADDER VOLUME

For each antenna in each array at the various craniocaudal heights, monostatics signals were recorded. The FDTD
sampling frequency was approximately 600GHz and prior to classification this was downsampled to 50GHz. Next,
PCA was applied to these signals to extract the most distinguishing features. Signals measured from bladders
with volumes 40mL to 130mL were labelled “small”, 130ml to 200mL were labelled “medium” and 210mL to
300mL were labelled “large” in the male model. The PCA reduced data was used to classify the state of the
bladder using a k-Nearest-Neighbour (kNN) classifier with k=3 and a linear multiclass Support Vector Machine
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Figure 2. Ellipsoidal bladder models for volumes of 20mL, 80mL, 140mL and 200mL respectively.

Table 2. Misclassification analysis of best antenna in each male and female pelvis with kNN and SVM classifiers.

Male Bladder Female Bladder

kNN
Size Small Medium Large Small Medium Large

Misclassified 0% 3.7% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Misclassified as Small(100%)

SVM
Size Small Medium Large Small Medium Large

Misclassified 7.41% 0% 0% 15% 0% 0%
Misclassified as Medium(100%) Medium(100%)

(SVM). A leave-one-out cross-validation approach was used to evaluate both classifiers.

4. RESULTS

The number of principal components used as inputs into the classifier was established empirically, by comparing
the average accuracy of all individual classifiers at all antennas while varying the number of principal components.
The results of this empirical study are shown in Figure 3. Eleven principal components were chosen as inputs
to the kNN and SVM classifiers, representing the optimum trade-off between average classifier accuracy and
computational complexity. The central antennas in Slices 4 and 2 gave the highest classification scores of all
central antennas for kNN and SVM classifiers respectively in the female model. The central antennas in Slices 1
and 2 gave the highest classification scores for kNN and SVM classifiers respectively in the male model, giving
some indication of the best antenna location for bladder monitoring applications. Misclassification analysis was
performed for both kNN and SVM classifiers for male and female bladder classification using the aforementioned
antenna locations. Figure 2 illustrates that all misclassifications were in adjacent classes.

In order to test the effect of antenna movement on classification accuracy, measurements from antennas
surrounding an optimally positioned antenna are classified with an already trained classifier. Based on the
results above, the central antenna at Slice 4 in the female model and Slice 1 in the male were used to train
a kNN classifier, which was chosen as it outperformed the simple linear SVM classifier. The training dataset
was reduced using PCA and the weights from the principal components were used to project signals from other
antennas onto the same basis as the training dataset. This process mimics what would occur if a classifier trained
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Figure 3. Average leave-one-out cross-validation accuracy of kNN and SVM classifiers of the male and female bladder
achieved by varying the number of principal components. The average accuracy of all classifiers is highlighted for 11
principal components.

Table 3. kNN Classifier performance when applied to observations from nearby antennas, axial movement is along hori-
zontal table axis and antennas are spaced at 10mm intervals.

Male Bladder Female Bladder
Antenna Position -1cm 0 +1cm -1cm 0 +1cm

+1cm 63% 33% 33% 30% 30% 30%
0 37% 100% 33% 45% 100% 30%

-1cm 30% 35% 30%

at a particular location was used to classify signals from other antenna positions (or signals recorded at different
locations due to patient movement). The kNN classifier accuracy when classifying all observations for adjacent
antennas is given in Table 3. These results clearly illustrate that the classifier performance is heavily impacted
by antenna-movement. Moving only 1cm can decrease classification accuracy to just 30%.

Finally, Gaussian white noise was added to the downsampled signals prior to PCA with varying signal to
noise ratios (SNR). The PCA reduced signals were then classified using the kNN classifier and leave-one-out
cross-validation. This analysis provides some insights into what levels of noise could potentially be tolerated by
the system. Table 4 shows different noise levels and corresponding classifier accuracy. All SNR levels are quoted
in dB and are calculated from the average signal and noise energy.

5. DISCUSSION

The classifiers show that up to 100% classification is possible with a single antenna iin the correct location. This
agrees with the previous investigation by O’Halloran et al. [7]. Additionally, the study showed that the principal
component weights and the kNN classifier for one antenna location do not generalise well to other antenna
locations, showing the classifier to be highly specialised. This suggests that the performance of the classifier
would be very vunerable to patient movement. The effect of the addition of noise to the down-sampled signals
prior to PCA was also examined. It was discovered that a SNR of 100dB in the male model and 80dB in the
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Table 4. Impact of white Gaussian noise on classifier accuracy.

Male Bladder Female Bladder
SNR Classifier accuracy Classifier accuracy
10dB 30.7% 36%
20dB 30.4% 31%
30dB 28.9% 31%
40dB 29.6% 45%
50dB 28.2% 57%
60dB 41.1% 78.5%
70dB 56.3% 92%
80dB 84.1% 100%
90dB 92.6% 100%
100dB 96.7% 100%

female model was required to retain the full classifier performance. This implies that the information required
by the classifier lies in or below -100dB to -80dB region relative to the signal. However, this is likely to be only
related to the anterior bladder wall. This result echos the estimate by Li et al. [9] who calculated the anterior
bladder wall reflection to have an amplitude of between -60dB and -100dB for frequencies between 2GHz and
7GHz. However, it should be noted that 2D FDTD simulations give lower attenuation than the more accurate
3D FDTD simulations and therefore a larger dynamic range may be required in a realistic system.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This study presented anatomically and dielectrically accurate electromagnetic simulations of two human pelvic
models. kNN and SVM classifiers were applied to PCA-reduced recorded backscattered signals from 110 monos-
tatic antennas. Results show that it could be possible to classify bladder state from UWB backscattered signals.
In the proposed bladder volume monitor, this would require a very sensitive transceiver system given the high
signal to noise ratio required. Since the movement of antennas has such a strong influence on classifier accuracy,
the proposed bladder volume monitor would either need to be fixed in position or be trained using a broader
dataset of signals from different antenna locations. This would potentially increase the time required to train
the system.

Overall, the authors conclude that the possibility to develop a UWB bladder volume monitor remains. Such
a device would greatly benefit patients with urinary incontinence or urinary retention. Future work will focus
on the development of improved classification algorithms, which are more robust to patient movement and noise
in the recorded signals.
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